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 DISC ONE

 Symphony No. 1 in C Major, Op. 21 26.38
1 I Adagio molto - Allegro con brio 8.12
2 II Andante cantabile con moto 8.37
3 III Menuetto: Allegro molto e vivace 3.40
4 IV Adagio - Allegro molto e vivace 6.09

 Symphony No. 2 in D Major, Op. 36 35.34
5 I Adagio molto - Allegro con brio 11.13
6 II Larghetto 13.29
7 III Scherzo: Allegro 4.05
8 IV Allegro molto 6.47

   Total playing time 62.12

 Produced, engineered and edited by Simon Rhodes
 Recorded October 2013 at Air Studios, London.

℗ 2014 Wyastone Estate Limited
 NI 6259
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ALSO AVAILABLE
London Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Yondani Butt

BRAHMS

Symphonies 1-4
Variations on a Theme by Haydn

Academic Festival Overture
Tragic Overture

Originally issued on NI6130

SCHUMANN

Symphonies 1 & 2
Originally issued on NI6181

Symphonies 3 & 4
Originally issued on NI6163

Overture to Manfred
Originally issued on NI6222

TCHAIKOVSKY

Symphony No. 6 in B Minor 'Pathétique'
Originally issued on NI6222

Symphony No. 5 in E Minor
The Voyevoda - Symphonic Ballad

Originally issued on NI6217

'FRENCH CLASSICS'

Gounod: Ballet Music from Faust
Saint-Saëns: Le Rouet d’Omphale

Debussy: Prélude à l'après-midi d'un faune
Bizet: Jeux d’enfants Suite

Fauré: Pelléas et Mélisande Suite
Ravel: Le Tombeau de Couperin (No.4 Rigaudon)

Fauré: Pavane
Originally issued on NI6188

WAGNER

Tristan und Isolde: Prelude and Liebstod
Tannhäuser Overture

Magic Fire Music
Entry of the Gods into Valhalla

Siegfried's Rhine Journey
Götterdämmerung Funeral Music

Ride of the Valkyries
Originally issued on NI6164

The Flying Dutchman Overture
Originally issued on NI6163
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Goldmark’s Rustic Wedding
Symphony featured in the
Classical Charts and was a
Gramophone Magazine Critics’
Choice.

In the early 2000s, Yondani Butt
suffered damage to his vocal
chords, and retired from
conducting. However, in 2009
he returned to the podium,
working with the London
Symphony Orchestra to record
many of the Austro-German
classics, including Beethoven,
Brahms, Schumann and
Wagner, as well as works by
Tchaikovsky, and a disc of
French Classics.

Yondani Butt was also a
composer. He studied free
counterpoint and composition
with Bernard Heiden (1910–
2000). Heiden was born in Frankfurt am Main and was a student of Paul Hindemith’s. In Indiana,
Yondani Butt studied piano with Sidney Foster, a protégé of Isabelle Vergarova and David
Saperton at the Curtis Institute. In Michigan, he studied ensemble with Eugene Bossart (1917–2011)
and piano with Karen Keys, who had been a student of Alfred Cortot.

He died on 28 August 2014.
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 DISC TWO

 Symphony No. 3 in E-Flat Major, Op. 55 ‘Eroica’ 30.01
1 I Allegro con brio 5.49
2  II Marcia funebre: Adagio assai 6.12
3 III Scherzo: Allegro vivace 5.47
4  IV Finale: Allegro molto 12.13
5 The Creatures of Prometheus Overture, Op. 43  5.24
6 Fidelio Overture, Op. 72  6.41
7 King Stephen Overture, Op. 117   7.14
8 Consecration of the House Overture, Op. 124  10.29

   Total playing time 79.50

 Produced by Chris Craker
 Engineered by Sam Okell and Simon Rhodes
 Recorded at Abbey Road Studio 1

℗ 2011 Wyastone Estate Limited
 NI 6144
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 DISC THREE

 Symphony No. 4 in B-Flat Major, Op. 60 31.53
1 I Adagio - Allegro vivace  9.20
2 II Adagio  10.44
3 III Allegro vivace  6.14
4 IV Allegro ma non troppo  5.35

 Symphony No. 5 in C Minor, Op. 67 33.32
5 I Allegro con brio  7.58
6 II Andante con moto  10.36
7 III Scherzo - Allegro  5.18
8 IV Allegro  9.40

   Total playing time 65.15

 Produced by Simon Rhodes
 Engineered by Simon Rhodes, edited by Simon Haram
 Recorded 29 October 2011 at Abbey Road Studios
 and 2-3 November 2011 at Henry Wood Hall, London

℗ 2012 Wyastone Estate Limited
 NI 6147
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Yondani Butt, conductor

Yondani Butt was born in Macau. He held a Ph.D. in chemistry, on which subject he has published
numerous research papers. He studied conducting with Wolfgang Vacano (1906–1985) at Indiana
University, majoring in chemistry. He continued to study conducting with Josef Blatt (1906–1999)
at the University of Michigan while pursuing his chemistry degree.

Yondani Butt has inherited from his teachers a unique musical heritage. Both Vacano and Blatt were
born in 1906. Vacano was born in Cologne, moved to Berlin as a child, and studied at the Staatliche
Hochshule für Musik. Blatt was born in Vienna and studied piano with the great Leschetizky at the
age of four. He later studied conducting with the legendary Clemens Krauss who was the music
director of the Vienna Philharmonic as well as the Vienna Opera. Krauss was greatly influenced by
Arthur Nikisch, and was a close friend of Richard Strauss. Through this exceptional lineage,
Yondani Butt has inherited a vast repertoire via both Blatt and Krauss, notably the works of Mahler,
Richard Strauss and Wagner. Vacano had taught some students conducting at Indiana and Aspen,
but Blatt rarely took on students. Yondani Butt was recommended to Blatt by Walter Robert,
himself Blatt’s fellow-student and a famous piano pedagogue.

As founder of Symphonie Canadiana, Yondani Butt has led the orchestra on major tours
throughout North America. From 1983, he held the position of Resident Conductor of the Victoria
International Festival, creating the highly successful Concerti Extravaganza series, for which he
conducted more than 23 concerts in six weeks. Frequently in demand as a guest conductor,
Yondani Butt has recorded and performed throughout the USA, Canada, Latin America, Asia and
Europe.

Hailed by Robert Marsh of the Chicago Sun Times as 'an outstanding talent', Yondani Butt received
acclamation from critics and audiences for his many CD recordings and concert performances. In
1995, Yondani Butt received an MRA Gramophone Award in the Symphony category for his
recording of Glazunov’s Sixth Symphony. He had won the same Award in 1986 for his
interpretation of Rimsky-Korsakov’s Third Symphony. Yondani Butt’s recording of Glazunov’s
Third Symphony is recognized by the Glazunov Society as definitive, and earned him the title of
Honorary Patron of the Society. His extensive discography includes works by Elgar, Glière, Grieg,
Kodály, Lalo, Liszt, Mahler, Raff, Saint-Saëns, Sibelius and Richard Strauss. His recording of
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Even amid such joyful outbursts, Beethoven includes more contemplative moments at a slower
pace, as though tempering the bacchanalian aspects of Schiller’s celebration with more meditative
reflections on the divine. Ultimately, profundity and unfettered joy combine in the thrilling final
bars.

The feat of musical skill involved in producing this symphony can barely be exaggerated. The sheer
scope of such a work could so easily become unwieldy, yet Beethoven’s mastery of form, and of
such large forces, was absolute. When one considers, then, that Beethoven’s loss of hearing was
well advanced by this stage, the composition of such a piece verges on the miraculous.

Yet it is Beethoven’s loss of hearing which informs the most moving accounts of the symphony’s
premiere. There is a story offered by several sources, suggesting that, though they differ slightly, it
is essentially true. Beethoven conducted the premiere of his Ninth Symphony at the
Kärntnertortheater in Vienna on 7 May 1824. At the end of the symphony – some accounts say at
the end of the Scherzo – Beethoven stood in front of his score, leafing through it, blissfully unaware
of the thunderous applause from the audience behind him. It was not until the contralto Caroline
Unger tugged his sleeve, and pointed to the audience, that Beethoven turned around. He saw, at
last, the rapturous reception, and bowed. The audience had recognised a quality articulated by the
professor at Bonn so many years earlier, in 1793, when he had written to Schiller’s wife:

‘I expect something perfect, since he is wholly devoted to the great and the sublime.’

© 2011, 2012, 2014 Joanna Wyld
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 DISC FOUR

 Symphony No. 6 in F Major, Op. 68 ‘Pastoral’ 40.04
1 I Allegro ma non troppo  9.00
2 II Andante molto mosso  12.05
3 III Allegro  5.46
4 IV Allegro  3.45
5 V Allegretto  10.04

 Symphony No. 7 in A Major, Op. 92 36.38
6 I Poco sostenuto - Vivace  12.33
7 II Allegretto  9.05
8 III Presto - Assai meno presto (trio)  7.39
9 IV Allegro con brio  7.21

   Total playing time 69.58

 Produced by Chris Craker
 Engineered by Simon Rhodes, edited by Simon Haram
 Recorded 13-14 October 2010 at Air Studios, London
  ℗ 2011 Wyastone Estate Limited
 NI 6145
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 DISC FIVE

 Symphony No. 8 in F Major, Op. 93 27.59
1 I Allegro vivace con brio 9.23
2 II Allegretto scherzando 4.33
3 III Tempo di Menuetto 6.20
4 IV Allegro vivace 7.43
5  Egmont Overture, Op. 84  9.10
6  Coriolan Overture, Op. 62  9.06
7  Ruins of Athens Overture, Op. 113  5.21
8  Leonore Overture No. 3, Op. 72  15.06

   Total playing time 66.42

 Produced, engineered and edited by Simon Rhodes
 Recorded October 2013 at Air Studios, London

℗ 2014 Wyastone Estate Limited
 NI 6260
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Beethoven as a young man; he made plans to set it to music when he was just 22. A professor at
Bonn named Fischenich wrote of Beethoven’s intention in a letter of January 1793, addressed to
Schiller’s wife: ‘He proposes to compose Schiller’s Freude, strophe by strophe.’

Schiller’s poem combines both religious and humanist themes, revelling in earthly pleasures as
well as striving towards God. Whatever one’s beliefs, there is something here which will strike a
chord, whether it is Schiller’s humanist desire that ‘All men become brothers’, or his spectacular
depiction of divine love:

Do you sense the Creator, world?
Seek Him beyond the starry canopy!
Beyond the stars must He dwell.
Be embraced, you millions!

A tempestuous flurry of notes opens the finale, after which all three of the previous movements are
quoted in order, each time answered by brusque recitative-like writing for cellos and basses. It is
the cellos and basses which also establish the famous main theme, which is then varied. When the
opening material returns, the bass solo sings the lines of recitative introduced by the cellos and
basses; similarly, the choir then takes up the theme and variations first heard in the orchestra.

A climactic point is reached at the words vor Gott – ‘before God’ – a moment of electrifying intensity
which would find its late-Romantic equivalent in the ecstatic zu Gott – ‘to God’ – of Mahler’s Second
Symphony. There follows a section in 6/8 time, featuring prominent percussion and piccolo, in an
idiom reminiscent of the marching ‘Turkish style’ which Mozart had famously adopted in his
Rondo alla Turca and in his opera Die entführung aus dem Serail, and which Beethoven himself had
occasionally used.

This is followed by a dramatic fugal section for the orchestra, and fulsome choral rendition of the
main theme, before a more pared-down texture and slower tempo usher in Schiller’s call to ‘Be
embraced, Millions!’ In many respects, this may be considered the most profound section of the
whole work, conveying a real sense of philosophical searching, combined with pure wonder. It is
one of the most sublime of all Beethoven’s achievements.

The main theme is then varied using intricate textures for both chorus and orchestra, momentum
building towards the scintillating final sections of the work, when the soloists take centre stage.
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The commission for this symphony came from the Philharmonic Society of London in 1817.
Beethoven began work in the following year – though some elements have been traced to earlier
sketches, and even to works pre-dating the commission. Beethoven finally completed the
symphony early in 1824, just three years before his death.

The symphony opens with one of the most extraordinary – and much imitated – orchestral
sonorities ever written. Whereas much of Beethoven’s music has a very definite quality to it, here
the music creeps in almost without declaring its presence. Sounds emerge apparently from
nowhere, as though we are eavesdropping on the cosmos. Then, emboldened, they grow into a
statement of powerful dramatic force. The tone ebbs and flows between serene, pastoral writing
and darker, knotty dialogue – as well as spine-tingling drama, emphasised by thrilling timpani
rolls. Throughout, we are gripped by the unfolding tussle between light and dark, despair and joy;
a tussle which will pervade the entire symphony.

In contrast with the opening of the first movement, the Scherzo begins without ambiguity.
Beethoven uses a concise statement which at once recalls material from the first movement, and
establishes the quick-fire nature of the Scherzo. This movement unfolds with a strong sense of
forward momentum, including fugal writing and light, rapid exchanges. The gentler Trio, as with
moments in the first movement, hints at motifs which will be more fully developed in the finale.

The beautiful Adagio which follows is one of Beethoven’s most exquisite achievements; and, as with
the entire symphony, is conceived on a more ambitious scale than many of his previous works.
Using an expansive variation form, Beethoven’s music glides between different meters. For
instance, the theme and first variation are in 4/4, the second variation in 12/8; and the episodes in
between are in 3/4 time. Yet the ear barely registers these shifts, so seamlessly does Beethoven slip
between each section. This undulating serenity is punctuated by bold proclamations later in the
movement. Again, Beethoven seems to be anticipating later events, and reminding us, too, of the
tumult which has gone before. Yet it is serenity which ultimately holds sway, caressing the listener
in sounds so peaceful they are almost other-worldly.

The choral finale has been described as a symphony-within-a-symphony. On an unprecedented
scale, Beethoven unleashes a movement of grand proportions and sweeping emotional range. In
addition to Beethoven’s overpowering musical invention, the widespread appeal of this movement
stems from the universal nature of his chosen text. Schiller’s poem An die Freude – ‘To Joy’ – struck
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 DISC SIX

 Symphony No. 9, Op. 125 70.07
1  I Allegro ma non troppo un poco maestoso 16.15
2  II Molto vivace 11.32
3  III Adagio molto e cantabile 16.48
4  IV Presto - Allegro assai 25.32

   Total playing time 70.07
 Rebecca Evans, soprano
 Wilke te Brummelstroete, mezzo-soprano
 Steve Davislim, tenor
 Neal Davies, bass
 London Symphony Chorus, directed by James Morgan

 Producer by Chris Craker
 Engineered by Simon Rhodes
 Edited and mastered by Simon Haram

℗ 2011 Wyastone Estate Limited
 NI 6146
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‘…Beethoven’s originality reveals itself most often not by frustrating the conventions that he
learned as a child, but by magnifying them beyond the experience or expectations of his
contemporaries.’

As the great musicologist Charles Rosen suggested, the innovation of Beethoven’s music stems
from his expansion and development of existing forms, processes manifest in his first two
symphonies. In these works, Beethoven acknowledged the precedents set by Haydn and Mozart
while building upon them, taking the genre in a new and thrilling direction.

The First Symphony in C, Op.21, is, perhaps, retrospectively overshadowed by what Beethoven
would go on to achieve, but as a statement of purpose it brims with confidence and skill. This was
a musical declaration of intent. Initial sketches appeared in the late 1790s, but the symphony was
not completed until some years later, premiered in Vienna on 2 April 1800. Though not ground-
breaking on the scale of his later symphonic achievements, the First Symphony shows that
Beethoven was, as Rosen stated, determined to ‘magnify’ the accomplishments of the age.
Mozartian in form, the spirit of the symphony is closer to Haydn, especially in the humour
displayed.

The first movement begins with a musical joke, starting in the ‘wrong’ key (F) and on a discord (a
‘seventh’ chord), before – eventually – arriving at C major as the tonic. Furthermore, Beethoven
chose unusual scoring for this opening, with woodwinds against pizzicato strings – a sonority
which caused surprise amongst critics of the day. To modern ears, all this may sound relatively
innocuous, but in the context of Classical conventions, Beethoven was making a bold statement: the
first bars of his first symphony broke the rules, showing in one, concise passage that this was a
composer assertively ushering in the new. There follows a delicious, pastoral slow introduction
(demonstrating Beethoven’s ability to create an atmosphere of spacious calm long before the

‘Pastoral’ Symphony, No.6). The movement then unfolds with an energy, originality and concision
clearly identifiable as hallmarks of Beethoven’s style, tempered by the elegance inherited from
precedents of the Classical epoch.

The Andante cantabile which follows is rather Haydnesque, a charming, triple-meter, sonata-form
movement featuring delicate interplay between solo woodwinds and the strings. The earthy,
rhythmically innovative Minuet has the character of a Scherzo: full of vitality, it represents another
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Overtures – all linked to the complex history of his opera, Fidelio, Op.72 – are more introspective in
character. The plot to J.-N. Bouilly’s Léonore, ou L’amour conjugal follows a political prisoner,
Florestan, who is rescued from a Spanish Bastille by his wife, Leonore, disguised as a man. As well
as delighting in the opportunity to write a ‘rescue’ opera in the manner of Luigi Cherubini, whose
influence is evident in many of his overtures, Beethoven must have related strongly to the
protagonists. Florestan, imprisoned with no hope of escape, may have represented Beethoven’s
own imprisonment by his increasing deafness. But Leonore, too, with her devoted love and longing,
clearly exhibits facets of Beethoven’s own character. Leonore No.3 (1806) is a revision of the first
production’s overture, Leonore No.2 (1805). Absurdly, the overture which has since been labelled
Leonore No.1, was written later, in 1807 – at around the same time as the Coriolan Overture. To
complete the confusion, Beethoven wrote a Fidelio Overture in 1814.

Leonore No.3 is one of Beethoven’s most varied overtures, full of activity and shifts in tempo and
atmosphere. It opens in mysterious vein, with exchanges between woodwinds and strings
emerging from the mists. This swells into more full-throated orchestral writing, the steady
woodwind pulse answered by bold chords. A hushed passage heralds the start of an extended
orchestral crescendo, which propels the music forwards, unleashing a glorious blaze of sound. The
drama which develops is punctuated by striking brass writing, especially a heraldic solo trumpet –
surely one the most theatrical musical devices ever used by Beethoven, and no doubt part of the
inspiration behind later off-stage trumpet pronouncements by Gustav Mahler and others. There
follows a brief duet for flute and bassoon, enigmatic string writing, and an array of musical twists
and turns before an ebullient ending.

***

Mention Beethoven to anybody, and one of the first works which generally springs to mind is his
Ninth Symphony. Though Beethoven himself considered his Missa Solemnis, written at the same
time, to be his greatest work, it is his Symphony No.9 which has proved the most enduring, not
least because of its innovative and compelling choral finale, with the famous, irresistible ‘Ode to
Joy’. Yet, as with any popular work, it is vital to approach each listening with fresh ears, ready to
hear something new. For there is no doubting that this is a work of great profundity, from its subtle
opening, growing as though out of infinite space, to the climactic final movement which moves
beyond ‘joy’ to the ecstatic, the transcendental.
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using every means at his disposal to create a vivid musical equivalent. The Overture begins in
suitably arresting vein, with a unison C in the strings answered by thrilling, punchy chords. There
follows some of Beethoven’s most gripping music, full of rhetorical gestures – and ending with a
grave whisper.

Beethoven was commissioned to write incidental music to August von Kotzebue’s Prologue
(König Stephan) and Epilogue (Die Ruinen von Athen), in 1811. At the time, Beethoven was
staying at the spa in Teplitz in north-western Bohemia, and there, in July, he finally met Goethe,
whose writings had so inspired him. The writer summed up the composer thus:

‘His talent amazed me; unfortunately he is an utterly untamed personality, who is not
altogether in the wrong in holding the world to be detestable but surely does not make it any
the more enjoyable either for himself or for others by his attitude. He is easily excused, on the
other hand, and much to be pitied, as his hearing is leaving him, which perhaps mars the
musical part of his nature less than the social. ‘

The uncompromising aspects of Beethoven’s character, as described here, are borne out by the fact
that he did not have his heart in the composition of the incidental music to Kotzebue’s works. The
music was written to please a patron rather than from Beethoven’s own sense of inspiration, and
while a sunnier disposition may have relished such a challenge, it seems Beethoven did not.
Perhaps this half-heartedness shows; certainly the prestigious Royal Philharmonic Society of
London rejected the Overtures when it received them in 1816.

The Ruins of Athens tells of Minerva awakening from a 2000-year slumber to discover that Athens
is occupied by the Turks and the Parthenon in ruins. Only at Pest are culture and reason preserved
by the enlightened Emperor Franz. This is not the type of tale which usually caught Beethoven’s
imagination, but the Overture nevertheless has some striking qualities. The opening is enigmatic,
its tonal centre unsettled by creeping figures, before a sorrowful melodic line sets the scene. There
follows a lyrical oboe solo floating above gentle accompaniment, before Beethoven releases bright,
bustling music replete with more woodwind solos, culminating in a breezy, concise conclusion.
Beethoven later composed a different overture to this play, entitled The Consecration of the House, in
1822.

Whereas works such as the Egmont Overture show Beethoven’s extrovert side, the Leonore
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clear indication that Beethoven was only following symphonic precedent as far as retaining the
name, ‘Minuet’; its character was quite different. Indeed, after this symphony Beethoven would
abandon the pretence of labelling the third movement a Minuet at all, writing Scherzos from the
Second Symphony onwards. The Trio, by contrast, is an oasis of calm, the tranquil woodwind choir
unmoved by rapid strings – an effect so striking that the young Elgar copied out this entire passage
with fascinated precision.

The finale is a wonderful instance of Beethoven’s musical sense of humour, with its opening
ascending figure coyly revealing more and more of itself before eventually emerging into the first
theme of the movement. It is worth noting that this movement was the first to be drafted, originally
with a view to opening the symphony, its wit and technical assurance setting the tone for the
material which followed. The ‘scale’ theme pervades the fabric of the movement, including an
harmonically adventurous use of the theme in the development. There are further instances of
humour when the woodwinds seem to announce the recapitulation, only to find they have been
beaten to it, as well as the comedic mocking of the scalic idea in the glorious coda.

Indeed, this finale is a fine early example of Beethoven’s ability to use simple ingredients with
colourful inventiveness, as described in the 1827 biography of the composer by Johann Aloys
Schlosser:

‘He may proceed from an ordinary, even insignificant theme, and explore, spin out, or develop
all its inherent possibilities… In this we can compare Beethoven to Goethe. Like that great man,
he sometimes begins with an unpromising subject, but its treatment, down to the smallest
detail, reveals a truly original spirit.’

The first movement of the Second Symphony in D, Op.36, shows similar resourcefulness, with
just two main themes which Beethoven uses as the basis for a vibrant, fascinating movement,
prefaced by a stately slow introduction. Indeed, while the First Symphony is a comedy of manners,
the Second, composed between 1801 and 1802, is a grand and spirited drama played out on a large
scale, with unifying structural devices to match. When the work was first performed, it was the
longest symphony yet composed. Again, Beethoven was breaking with the past in the audacity of
his symphonic vision.

Yet the coherence of Beethoven’s conception in this symphony is cemented by his use of a form
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bound up with the Classical era: sonata form, employed, in various guises, throughout the
symphony. Even the slow movement, which begins serenely before developing into something
more complex and intriguing, is in an expansive sonata form, with exceptional handling of the
unfolding themes. Perhaps most unusually, both the pithy, vivacious Scherzo (now named as such,
replacing the conventional Minuet) and the Trio have their own development sections, albeit not
fully fledged.

The drama of Beethoven’s Second Symphony is, inevitably, caught up with the onset of deafness
with which he was afflicted during the writing of this work. This traumatic development – acutely
devastating for a musician, especially – may explain the work’s vehement outbursts, and the shifts
in atmosphere between relatively carefree moments and darker, more sinister interjections. A vivid
instance of this is heard during the Trio, when a rural idyll created by the wind choir is threatened
by an interrupting unison F sharp in the strings. Although the winds win out eventually, the sense
of an unwanted presence spoiling the fun (as it was in Beethoven’s life) is palpable.

The finale opens with a striking, almost unhinged gesture, which recurs later in the movement, each
time adding a touch of eccentric energy. Like a gun releasing a sprint, this opening unleashes a
knotty collection of ideas, giving way to moments of gentler lyricism amid the bustling vigour.
Ending this substantial movement is a coda of some 150 bars, described by a contemporary critic
as ‘a pierced dragon which will not die, dealing vain but furious blows with its tail.’

***

Beethoven had originally intended to dedicate his Symphony No.3 to Napoleon; but on
discovering that his hero had declared himself Emperor, Beethoven felt betrayed and removed the
dedication. Instead, the work became known as the ‘Eroica’ – meaning ‘heroic’; and no better title
could be applied to such a powerful work.

In his first two symphonies, Beethoven had attacked the form with gusto, but with the Symphony
No.3, completed in 1804, he took the genre to a new level. The first two movements alone are twice
the length of their counterparts in Nos.1 and 2, provoking accusations that the work was overlong.
Indeed, when it was premiered, the ‘Eroica’ met with confusion, one critic writing that the ‘music
could soon reach the point where one would derive no pleasure from it unless well trained in the
rules and difficulties of the art’, complaining that the work was full of ‘unconnected and
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recognised for its remarkable qualities. Richard Wagner described Symphonies Nos.7 and 8 as
creating an idyllic, if temporary, musical Elysium – his use of the philosophical term 'phenomenal
world' refers to the world as experienced by humans:

'Their effect upon the listener is precisely that of emancipation from all guilt, just as the
aftereffect is the feeling of Paradise forfeited, with which we return to the phenomenal world.'

Beethoven composed the incidental music to Goethe’s play, Egmont, between October 1809 and
June 1810. The play tells of a 16th-century Flemish aristocrat arrested and condemned by Spanish
conquerors; the burgher’s daughter, Klärchen, fails to rescue Egmont, and consequently poisons
herself. Egmont goes to his death in a spirit of defiance, foretelling the rebellion that will free his
country from its Spanish oppressors. Beethoven, aware of his own Flemish ancestry, felt deeply
stirred by this tale, which resonated with his principles of individual and national freedom.
Specifically, the occupation of his adopted home of Vienna by the French in 1809 provided a very
real feeling for the message of Goethe’s play.

The incidental music to Egmont is intense and dramatic, with the Overture the most frequently
performed of all the pieces. The imposing slow introduction, similar in tone to the slow movement
of the Seventh Symphony (which was written not long afterwards), is followed by a nervous string
accompaniment and a yearning six-note motif passed around the orchestra. The pacing is
exquisitely judged; quick enough to create a sense of anticipation, but slow enough to ratchet up
the tension gradually, as though provoking listeners to hold their breath in suspense. Then, at last,
comes a sense of release, the nervousness transformed into a nobler, more powerful, atmosphere.
Throughout, Beethoven leavens the dramatic intensity with lyrical woodwind solos, balancing the
mood of foreboding with sweeter gestures. After a brief slow interlude towards the Overture’s end
the music rushes towards a triumphant conclusion. Goethe himself had to acknowledge
Beethoven’s 'remarkable genius.'

The Overture to Collin’s Coriolan, Op.62, was written in 1807, in the wake of the Fourth
Symphony and Fourth Piano Concerto. Collin’s tragic play of 1804 follows the Roman leader Gaius
Marcus Coriolanus, banished from Rome and determined to march upon the city in an attempt to
avenge his disgrace. In the end, Coriolanus realises his only means of regaining his honour is to kill
himself. Beethoven seems to have relished depicting this anti-hero and his melodramatic story,
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Rather than structuring the work to include a slow movement and Scherzo, as had become his
custom, Beethoven chose for the central movements a moderately paced scherzando, and a Minuet.
In his earlier symphonies, Beethoven had transformed the usual Minuet movement into the
faster-paced Scherzo. The Symphony No 7 also omits a conventional slow movement, but the
quirky inclusion of both a Scherzo and a Minuet in this symphony was unprecedented.

The Allegretto scherzando sets in motion a rhythmic pulse of clockwork precision. Above this
meticulous foundation, snatches of orchestral conversation are exchanged in a charming,
mannered fashion, and humour is created with sudden unison fortissimos. There is sly rhythmic
play, too, with a five-note scale played five times in such a way as to undermine the music’s main
pulse.

The Minuet playfully recalls the elegance of the Classical epoch, a conscious but rather tongue-in-
cheek harking back to the symphonic precedents of the 18th century. Yet the opening movement’s
expansive, pastoral quality is audible here, too; this is not a restrained Minuet, but one of
exuberance and joie de vivre.

Following this unusual choice of internal movements, Beethoven concludes the symphony with his
longest finale yet, a movement which consequently dominates the entire work. More than this, the
movement’s structure is highly unusual and expansive. It has been described as having an
exposition, two development sections rather than the usual one, a double recapitulation (again,
instead of a stand-alone section), and a coda. Far from being unwieldy, Beethoven uses this vast
plan to unfold moments of intense drama, which contrast powerfully with the lighter, wittier
moments of the preceding movements. Particularly climactic is the blast of F-sharp minor during
the ‘second recapitulation’, which is only resolved through the brute force of brass and timpani. Yet
the sense of comedy remains – in this case of a broader, more rumbustious, almost slapstick kind,
and the symphony ends with that emphatic power denied us at the end of the first movement.

The Symphony No.8 was premiered at Beethoven’s academy of 27 February 1814, and later
published by Steiner in 1817, but was initially overshadowed by the Seventh Symphony and by
Wellington’s Victory. The critic of the Wiener Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung stated that 'the applause
which it received was not accompanied by that enthusiasm which distinguishes a work which
gives universal delight; in short – as the Italians say – it did not create a furor.' The subtle,
ambiguous aspects of the work denied it immediate acclaim, perhaps, but it has since been
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overloaded ideas’.

This supposed lack of coherence seems an extraordinary accusation given Beethoven’s thorough
unification of the work at all levels. The famous opening theme forms the basis of much of the first
movement’s material, Beethoven weaving it into the music’s fabric. A duet for cello and oboe that
begins the development gives the impression of being a new theme, but in fact relates directly to
that of the opening. During the recapitulation, Beethoven treats the main theme to fresh
instrumental combinations, and the hugely extended coda, with its bold harmonic excursions,
stretches the material almost to breaking point.

The slow movement, an expansive funeral march, features contrapuntal writing that fuses the
monumentality of the Baroque with the clarity of the Classical style. This is crucial to our
understanding of the Classical epoch: whereas composers such as J.C. Bach had eschewed the
Baroque style’s contrapuntal gravitas to write music of almost two-dimensional transparency,
Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven embraced counterpoint to create a synthesis of elegance and
textural depth.

Syncopation pervades the brilliant Scherzo and Trio, and the finale, for which Beethoven adapted
music from the last movement of his ballet, The Creatures of Prometheus, integrates moments of
Haydnesque wit into Beethoven’s own, more powerful, musical language.

Yet despite Beethoven’s extraordinary achievements when writing for the orchestra, his style was
not naturally suited to producing stage works; as a consequence, these works are rarely performed
in full. Nevertheless, how much poorer would the concert repertoire be without the overtures to
these works, which have taken on a life of their own in the concert hall.

One example is the Overture to the work from which Beethoven borrowed when writing the
‘Eroica’: Die Geschöpfe des Prometheus (The Creatures of Prometheus). Beethoven wrote a
complete score to this ballet in 1801, collaborating with Italian choreographer Salvatore Viganò for
performance in Vienna. The Overture begins with typically arresting chords, before Beethoven
unfolds a charming, pastoral melody. This lulls the listener into a false sense of security, acting as
a slow introduction to the more vigorous and spirited music which follows, full of boisterous,
youthful exuberance.

As with almost all of Beethoven’s output, however, there is an underlying gravitas to the
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Prometheus Overture which, though perfect for dramatic scene-setting, does raise the question of
Beethoven’s suitability as a composer of ballet: the robust weight of his orchestral statements is,
surely, not easily matched in the form of dance. This is perhaps why the ballet is so rarely staged
nowadays; yet the Overture merits its position in the canon for its deft shifts in mood, dramatic
gestures and exhilarating orchestral sonorities, which are not, as one might expect, concluded with
a bang, but instead are gently extinguished, fading to an enigmatic close.

Beethoven’s Fidelio Overture (1814) is justly famous; perhaps not until Richard Strauss’ Don
Juan would an orchestra be given such a thrilling work-out in so short a piece. Fidelio is
Beethoven’s only opera, yet its rather tortuous gestation from conception to completion generated
no fewer than four overtures. Three of these are now known as the ‘Leonore’ Overtures Nos.1-3,
named after the opera’s principal female role. Beethoven deemed these overtures too weighty;
though musically mature, they would have set too sombre a tone. Eventually, Beethoven came up
with a solution that pleased him: the lighter, virtuosic Fidelio Overture, which perfectly captures
the adventurous spirit he wished to convey.

Written in 1811, Beethoven’s King Stephen comprises an Overture and nine vocal pieces; but,
again, it is only the Overture which is performed with any regularity, and even this is heard all too
rarely. The work was commissioned by Emperor Francis I of Austria to commemorate King
Stephen I, who founded Hungary in c.1000 A.D. The Emperor’s motivation was, as might be
expected, political: he wished to placate Hungarian unrest and to celebrate Hungary’s loyalty to
Austria by opening a large theatre in Budapest, for which occasion Beethoven’s music was intended.

The Overture opens with an intriguing series of juxtapositions: proud, heraldic brass fanfares are
contrasted with woodwind solos supported by a light, carefree accompaniment. The second time
this lighter material appears, Beethoven allows slightly unsettling material to creep in, before noble,
rugged music sets off at a great pace, conjuring up a sweeping landscape and the promise of
adventure. This Overture is, perhaps, rather underrated; possibly because it is unclear what effect
Beethoven intended to create with the slow introduction’s rather unnerving juxtapositions.
Possibly he misjudged the result of rather grave fanfares followed immediately by dancing levity:
if taken at face value these shifts might almost seem absurd. Yet it is also possible that Beethoven
intended to provoke a degree of unease or intrigue with these contrasts, playing with our
expectations in the way that Mahler would in years to come.
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the composer’s makeup.

Beethoven referred to his Symphony No.8 as his ‘Little’ Symphony. This is a nickname which has
not caught on perhaps because, while the first three movements are relatively concise, the finale, at
over 500 bars, was the longest he had yet written. Perhaps, then, it was the Symphony’s relatively
light nature to which Beethoven was alluding – yet even here, there is a remarkable degree of
ambiguity. The Symphony has, in places, a mercurial quality, shifting between emotional light and
shade with quicksilver rapidity. As a consequence, its music can be interpreted as sunny and joyful,
or as muscular and uncompromising, depending on how one is inclined to interpret it. Whereas the
emotional landscape of the other symphonies is often clearly delineated, the Eighth Symphony is,
in many respects, harder to fathom – a reason, perhaps, why it is not always hailed as one of
Beethoven’s ‘great’ symphonies. This, perhaps, was the composer’s own meaning: ‘Little’ as
opposed to ‘Great’.

Early sketches for the opening movement show that Beethoven had intended to begin the work
with a propulsive accompanimental figure. Eventually, this was replaced with a concise six-note
figure of simplicity and vitality, beginning the work with an immediate sense of momentum. This
sets the tone for the whole symphony, which has a forthright, direct manner that is key to what
makes its nature so hard to pin down: Beethoven’s declamatory music has moments of
confrontational power, as well as spirited good-humour, all consistent with the direct,
unapologetic tone of the work.

The first movement brims with spacious vigour, creating an exhilarating, unbuttoned atmosphere.
This is punctuated by moments of drama, as well as lighter exchanges and moments of invigorating
rhythmic interest. Beethoven’s cerebral humour is in evidence when he subverts the conventional
modulation before the second subject area, which would usually involve a shift to the dominant of
the dominant key. Instead, he takes the music to the subdominant of the subdominant key. For
many listeners this is, of course, more a joke on paper than one which is clearly audible, yet it
reveals that Beethoven’s mindset while composing this work was playful, subversive, even
sardonic. He was lampooning tradition, and relishing the process. The movement also includes
passages for the bassoon poking fun at the strings, and ends with a wittily delicate gesture.
Originally, Beethoven had planned to conclude with a more characteristically emphatic fortissimo,
but changed the tone entirely with the charming, understated humour of this ending.
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may even have begun life as a piano concerto – early sketches suggest as much – but before long it
had evolved into one of the symphonies Beethoven had been planning in the wake of No.7.

The humour of the Eighth Symphony bears comparison with the wit of much of Haydn’s
symphonic writing, although there is also a rawness, an unfettered sense of mischief, running
through Beethoven’s work. Overt comedic touches include interruptions, syncopations, and
sudden shifts between octaves (spanning some five octaves towards the end of the finale). Yet there
is also a subtlety to Beethoven’s wit, which may even render it, at times, imperceptible to the
unprepared ear. This must partially be the result of repeated characterisations – and portraits – of
Beethoven as an imposing, serious musical colossus. And so he was; but such a reputation may
leave the listener expecting grandeur, intellectual rigour, pastoral charm, perhaps – but not
necessarily humour. However, the subtlety of Beethoven’s comedy also stems from his use of
intellectual humour, appreciable on a more analytical level, with harmonic and structural
subversions that defied convention, or poked fun at it, in a manner which must have been written
as much for Beethoven’s private amusement as for the entertainment of his audience.

That the Symphony No.8 is renowned for its good humour is all the more remarkable when one
considers the emotional backdrop of the work. The summer of that year was a significant one in
Beethoven’s personal life: it was on 6-7 July that he wrote the famous letter to his ‘Immortal
Beloved’. He addressed the note to ‘My angel, my all, myself’, but possibly never posted it – the
letter bears no postal marks and was found among Beethoven’s possessions. The identity of the
woman concerned remains unknown, and is the subject of great speculation. It was in the aftermath
of this letter that Beethoven composed most of his Eighth Symphony – which is, intriguingly,
remarkably free of musical equivalents of the sentiments poured out in that letter.

Furthermore, the misanthropic aspect of Beethoven’s character is hardly more apparent in the
Eighth Symphony than the romantic yearning expressed to his ‘Immortal Beloved’. Nor does the
work presage the depths to which Beethoven would sink by December 1812, when he wrote to the
Archduke Rudolph: 'Since Sunday I have been ailing, although mentally, it is true, more than
physically.' This demonstrates that, while a composer’s biography may contribute to the style of a
piece of music, this is certainly not always the case; links between life and art can be overplayed.
However, one of the reasons the Eighth Symphony is so fascinating is that alongside the humour
are moments of forcefulness which may hint, albeit only obliquely, at some of the darker aspects of
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Beethoven was commissioned to write The Consecration of the House in 1822 for the opening of
a new theatre in Vienna. As with Fidelio, the writing process for Beethoven’s Ruins of Athens,
Op.113, had not been straightforward, and resulted in more than one overture, of which this is the
second. Beethoven had recently been studying the music of J.S. Bach and Handel, and this Overture
bears their influence, with contrapuntal lines threading their way through much of the work.
Rather like the Overture to The Creatures of Prometheus, this piece opens with bold chords
preceding a slow introduction.

However, in the case of The Consecration of the House, this slow introduction has a stately,
marching quality like that of a procession, slowly building to create the impression that persons of
note are arriving in state. This gives way to a quicker section in which heraldic brass writing is
underpinned by the contrapuntal elements one would expect from a composer so recently
immersed in the intricacies of Baroque music. As with the contrapuntal depth of the ‘Eroica’,
Beethoven here succeeds in fusing Classical and Baroque techniques. The main body of the
Overture unfolds, and at its heart Beethoven unleashes the full force of his mastery of counterpoint:
a wonderful fugal treatment of the theme. This builds in complexity and excitement, before
Beethoven successfully ties up the maelstrom of ideas woven into this texture, at once resolving the
demands of both Classical sonata form and Baroque fugue – a magnificent achievement.

***

While working on his ‘Razumovsky’ Quartets in 1806, Beethoven travelled with Prince Lichnowsky
to his castle in Silesia, not far from the estate of Count Franz von Oppersdorff. Beethoven took the
opportunity to visit the Count, who, having been impressed by Beethoven’s Second Symphony,
commissioned a new work. Beethoven set aside the quartets to write his Fourth Symphony, which
he produced quickly, first alluding to it in a letter to his publishers, Breitkopf und Härtel, in a letter
dated 3 September. Oppersdorff offered Beethoven 500 florins for exclusive use of the work for six
months. It seems he may have received a score by November; in any case, the fee was paid the
following February. Beethoven’s Symphony No.4 in B flat, Op.60, was premiered in March
1807 alongside the Coriolan Overture and the Fourth Piano Concerto.

The symphony was greeted with criticism which seems astonishing now: it was considered wild,
undignified, verbose, crude. Few would apply such descriptions today, although some might
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concur with Robert Schumann’s verdict that, sandwiched between the ‘Eroica’ Symphony and the
Symphony No.5, Beethoven’s Fourth is ‘a slender Greek maiden between two Norse giants’.

However, the Fourth Symphony cannot be dismissed as lightweight, even in the context of the
more obviously arresting qualities of the Symphonies Nos. 3 and 5.

Nor is it ‘feminine’ in the way implied by Schumann’s metaphor. Though ease, warmth and
lyricism are all elements of this work, they are expressed with Beethoven’s usual virility of
language and structure. The first movement exemplifies this, with a mysterious slow introduction
evolving into an Allegro that pulses with drive and vigour.

Beethoven’s use of form in this symphony was innovative; as with the Piano Concerto No.4, there
are novel approaches to the way different sections of material are linked. As well as the seamless
flow from slow introduction into Allegro, omitting a definite break, Beethoven goes on to use the
end of the slow introduction to lead back into the reprise of the exposition, blurring conventional
boundaries. Then at the recapitulation, after a remarkable enharmonic shift coloured by timpani,
the main theme returns without the four-bar lead-up heard earlier in the movement, subverting our
aural expectations.

The Adagio exudes an idyllic, pastoral grace. Yet this lyricism is offset by a palpable sense of
momentum, heightened by further prominent writing for the timpani. The accompanying motif
initially played by the second violins and then by the full orchestra is later given to the timpani
alone. This marked a turning-point in Beethoven’s attitude to the timpani; as in the Piano Concerto
No.3, he was beginning to use them as an integrated part of the music, rather than for mere
decoration or emphasis. This shift would prove essential to the character of the Symphony No.5.

The Fourth Symphony’s Minuet brims with infectious rhythmic vitality. Beethoven uses
syncopation and different rhythmic groupings to confuse the work’s metrical pulse, increasing the
music’s irrepressible forward-motion. Again, Beethoven moves smoothly between sections, the
build-up of excitement towards the end of the Trio leading inevitably back into the Minuet. The
finale begins in exuberant vein, and is remarkable for its lack of clear main theme. Rather, the music
moves effortlessly between rapid figurations, snatches of lyrical melody, and emphatic chords,
creating a dramatic musical whirlwind. This was, perhaps, the root of contemporary criticism of
Beethoven’s work: the maelstrom of ideas may have seemed uncontrolled in the context of those
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nature.  In particular, an expansive harmonic conception sees the central key of A thrown into relief
by the contrasting key areas of C and F, both only remotely related to the tonic. This breadth of
harmonic framework is reflected by a resonant treatment of orchestral ‘space’, effected by
Beethoven’s exploration of the different sonorities created by varying the orchestral layout. For
instance, the antiphonal positioning of first and second violins, which was a popular device in
Beethoven’s era, sets up a refreshing sense of dialogue between two parts of the orchestra which
might otherwise blend. Add to these spacious characteristics a lack of conventional slow movement,
and you have a work in which pathos is played down, adding to the work’s prevailing sense of joy.

After a broad slow introduction, at once noble and serene – with just a hint of a twinkle in its eye –
Beethoven unleashes a rollicking first movement, full of boisterous, dancing rhythms. The justly
famous Allegretto is a masterclass in gradually-building repetition, each version of the ostinato
theme augmented, reaching monumental dimensions. A softer theme offers contrast, before the
ostinato returns, with spine-tingling results. The Presto is a scintillating succession of quick-fire
exchanges, brimming with exuberance, offset by a trio based on an Austrian hymn, which begins
in rather lugubrious fashion but is transformed into a proud theme. Again, such music is open to
widely divergent interpretations: is the grandeur intended with complete sincerity, or is there a
hint of irony, a lampooning of pomposity? Certainly, the abrupt return to the scherzo adds a certain
comedy to the movement. The general merriment spills over into the finale, with its unbuttoned
rhythmic vitality and forward-momentum creating a contagious sense of energy and ebullience.

Beethoven’s Symphony No.7 was first performed at two concerts on 8 and 13 December 1813,
where the work was so well received that the exceptional Allegretto had to be repeated on both
occasions. A contemporary newspaper reported that the ‘applause rose to the point of ecstasy’. This
was pivotal in Beethoven’s career: overnight, he achieved an unprecedented level of popularity,
akin to that attained by Haydn after the premieres of his oratorios.

***

Beethoven’s Symphony No.8 was written quite rapidly, in about six months, and was completed
in 1812. The autograph score reads 'Linz in the month of October', although the work may have
been largely finished as early as August or September, when the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung
announced that Beethoven had 'composed two new symphonies'. The music of the Symphony No.8
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contented atmosphere created by the first. The movement features cadenza-like woodwind solos
depicting birdsong, and Beethoven specified in the score which birds are emulated: the nightingale
is represented by the flute, the quail by the oboe and the cuckoo by the clarinets. Fittingly for a
symphony inspired by nature, the second movement seems to have grown organically from the
first, its subdominant relationship – B flat major to the first movement’s F major – offering gentle
contrast rather than real tension.

The third movement is a great instance of musical comedy. Based on Beethoven’s observation of
increasingly drunken folk musicians, the bucolic dance frequently gets out of hand, with Beethoven
subverting the musical conventions of his age by leaving phrases incomplete and rhythm askew.
The merriment is curtailed by the intervention of the storm, with its timpani-rolls of thunder and
sharp stabs of lightning. The drama is short-lived, however, and, in this work at least, nature is kind,
eliciting from the composer a devotional, hymn-like finale, ‘Shepherds’ song, ‘happiness and
thanksgiving after the storm’, paying homage to the beauty and benevolence of nature, its
capacious and rich material creating a real sense of affection and reverence. Towards the end of the
movement, Beethoven’s spine-tingling harmonic progressions add majestic grandeur, as though to
emphasise the words hand-written on a sketch for this movement: ‘Herr, wir danken dir.’ – ‘Lord,
we thank thee.’ Beethoven’s love of nature was felt as a deeply spiritual, profound experience – one
which, it seems, gave the composer a deep sense of purpose and wellbeing like little else in life.

Whereas the feelings of Beethoven’s Sixth Symphony are explicit, the Seventh Symphony –
completed in April 1812 – is more enigmatic and has provoked numerous attempts at
interpretation, in the 19th century especially. Berlioz felt the first movement was a 'ronde des
paysans' (a country dance which Berlioz himself would use in the Damnation of Faust) while the
finale was dubbed by Wagner: ‘the apotheosis of the dance’. Other commentators variously
imagined weddings, knights, warriors and drunken masquerades. It is as though the picturesque
qualities of the ‘Pastoral’ Symphony led listeners to expect a similar, visual aspect to the Seventh
Symphony. But perhaps it goes deeper than that: with the Sixth Symphony Beethoven ushered in
a new era of evocative music, paving the way for the Romantic emphasis on plot and character-
driven compositions. Once this precedent had been set, the trend for interpreting music in terms of
its meaning, its story, even its biographical links with the composer, became an irrevocable aspect
of music criticism. Beethoven’s Seventh Symphony is characterised by its generously spacious
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Classical paradigms of clearly-articulated themes and structures. Yet today the sheer energy and
profusion of ideas can be heard as an innovative step, breaking down conventions and propelling
the symphony further into the new musical territory Beethoven had already explored more
thoroughly than any composer of his age. And, of course, there was more innovation to come.

Beethoven had begun sketches for what would become his Fifth Symphony, Op.67, shortly after
completing the Third, the ‘Eroica’, in 1804. Its gestation would be a relatively long one; like some
of his other most notable achievements, Beethoven took considerable trouble over this work. The
Fourth Symphony was begun and finished before Beethoven returned to the C minor symphony,
the patron of which was again Count von Oppersdorff. Despite the inauspicious Viennese premiere
of the Fifth Symphony in 1808 – as part of a vast, four-hour-long concert which would test the
patience of even the most devoted listener – the work has taken its place at the heart of the canon
for its taut conception, and for its irresistible journey from fatalistic despair to unfettered joy.

The breaking-down of music into its essential elements, as in the finale of the Fourth Symphony, is
more vividly, more resolutely explored in the Symphony No.5. The opening motif – perhaps the
most famous fragment in all music – is not melodic; yet it is an idea, characterised by its strong
rhythm, which is sufficiently powerful and memorable that it becomes integral to the work as it
unfolds, germinating from this initial seed and growing organically into a full-scale argument. The
familiarity of this opening motif should not detract from the sheer audacity of beginning a
symphony in this way. Moments of lyricism, such as the poignant oboe solo, do little to diminish
the prevailing mood of tension and urgency. Whereas Beethoven frequently articulates an idea forte,
growing to fortissimo when it is repeated, here the symphony opens ff, and then the volume is
augmented with the addition of flutes, oboes, bassoons and horns.

Following this uncompromising muscularity comes an Andante, in A flat, which exudes both
warmth of melody and clarity of harmony. Beethoven takes variation form to new heights, with
exquisite inventiveness and fluidity, as well as vibrant contrast in the form of the proud, military
counter-subject – a reminder of the war-torn, revolutionary years during which this was composed.

The rhythm of the first movement’s motto is clearly audible in the C minor Scherzo, the mysterious
opening of which Beethoven worked at for some time, and with some difficulty, before he was
satisfied he had achieved the desired effect. After a lively contrapuntal Trio, the Scherzo undergoes
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an extraordinary and unexpected treatment: it fades almost to nothingness, with drum-strokes
again proving pivotal. We hear the repeatedly drummed C as an articulation of C minor – until a
glorious C major chord heralds the approaching finale, into which the music flows without a break.
The effect is stunning: into an eerie, shadowy world suddenly shines a blaze of dazzling light.

Beethoven was not the first composer to shift the weight of a symphony from first movement to last,
as he does in the Fifth: Mozart had already set that precedent, in his final symphony, the ‘Jupiter’,
No.41. Yet Beethoven’s choice of instrumentation was entirely new, adding piccolo and three
trombones to accentuate the grandeur of this movement. Furthermore, Beethoven told Oppersdorff
of the importance of the timpani, emphasising effect rather than numbers: 'though not three
kettledrums, and indeed, more noise than six kettledrums, and indeed better noise than that.'

Structurally, Beethoven develops the blurring of boundaries and the cross-referencing used in the
Fourth Symphony by alluding to the ghostly rendition of the Scherzo before the finale’s
recapitulation. This cemented his treatment of the symphony as a thoroughly unified work, with
established relationships between the movements. Yet, while these formal achievements are
remarkable, little can match the sheer thrill of Beethoven’s music as the finale surges onwards,
brimming with a vitality that is nothing short of overwhelming.

***

The irresistible melodic charm and vivid mood-painting of Beethoven’s ‘Pastoral’ Symphony,
No.6, have cemented its role as one of the most popular symphonies in the canon. Yet its appealing
nature may disguise its significance in music history: though less powerful than, for instance, the

‘Eroica’, No.3 or the fatalistic Fifth, Beethoven’s Sixth Symphony represents a pivotal moment in
music. On the one hand, Beethoven was continuing a well-established tradition – even the key of F
major was invariably chosen for pastoral works. In the Baroque era, Bach, Handel, and Vivaldi
used the pastoral style in their works, notable examples including Handel’s ‘pastoral symphony’
in Messiah and Vivaldi’s ‘Four Seasons’ Concertos. Both Mozart and Haydn made use of this
tradition, too; in as early a work as his Sixth Symphony, ‘Le Matin’, Haydn opened the work by
evoking a sunrise, and his oratorios The Creation and The Seasons took this principal to new heights.

With Beethoven’s ‘Pastoral’ Symphony this tradition was distilled into symphonic form, gaining in
the process a powerfully descriptive aspect which would have a significant impact on the evolution
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of Romantic music. In particular, Beethoven’s expansion of the conventional four-movement form
to incorporate an extra movement – ‘Thunderstorm’ – has been cited as a turning-point in the
development of symphonic form, paving the way for the scale and dramatic ambition of Berlioz’s
Symphonie Fantastique. Other composers had used linking movements before – for instance, Mozart
in his G minor Quintet, K516 – but few with such dramatic force. Far from being incidental or
perfunctory, the ‘Thunderstorm’ is an integral part of the Symphony, creating its primary area of
dramatic tension, after which the finale is felt with genuine relief.

Beethoven is reputed to have stated that he preferred trees to people, and whatever significance
one attaches to the work, the composer’s love of nature is undeniably manifest throughout the Sixth
Symphony, with its celebration of the beauty, power – and occasional rustic eccentricity – of the
countryside. Beethoven began sketching themes for the third movement as early as 1803; more
sketches followed in 1807, but the bulk of the work was composed almost entirely in 1808. Rather
surprisingly, the work was written alongside the very different Fifth Symphony, with both pieces
premiered on 22 December 1808.

Beethoven called the Sixth Symphony Sinfonia pastorella and Sinfonia caracterista, and a violin part
prepared in accordance with his wishes bears these words: Sinfonia Pastorella. Pastoral-Sinfonie,
oder Erinnerung an das Landleben – ‘Pastoral Symphony, or Recollections of Country Life’. The word

‘recollections’ may offer a clue as to the work’s significance in Beethoven’s mind. Although he had
been revelling in the countryside outside Vienna, with its meadows, rocky clefts, streams and
woodlands, Beethoven may have been thinking further back, to his time in Bonn. The evidence for
this stems from his choice of titles for each movement, which are adapted from a symphony by
18th-century composer Justin Heinrich Knecht – who hailed from the Swabian region of Germany

– entitled Le Portrait musical de la nature (The Musical Portrait of Nature). However, despite these
titles, Beethoven insisted that this was ‘a matter more of feeling than of painting in sounds’. He was
not attempting to describe a scene in music, as programme music would do, but was evoking the
feelings provoked by his love of nature.

The first movement, ‘Awakening of happy feelings upon arriving in the country’, opens with a
warm, shapely theme in F. The movement unfolds with a gently insistent wind motif interrupting
this initial theme, giving way to a spacious second subject. Also in sonata form, the second
movement, ‘Scene by the brook’, is pervaded by lilting lyricism, continuing the relaxed and
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an extraordinary and unexpected treatment: it fades almost to nothingness, with drum-strokes
again proving pivotal. We hear the repeatedly drummed C as an articulation of C minor – until a
glorious C major chord heralds the approaching finale, into which the music flows without a break.
The effect is stunning: into an eerie, shadowy world suddenly shines a blaze of dazzling light.

Beethoven was not the first composer to shift the weight of a symphony from first movement to last,
as he does in the Fifth: Mozart had already set that precedent, in his final symphony, the ‘Jupiter’,
No.41. Yet Beethoven’s choice of instrumentation was entirely new, adding piccolo and three
trombones to accentuate the grandeur of this movement. Furthermore, Beethoven told Oppersdorff
of the importance of the timpani, emphasising effect rather than numbers: 'though not three
kettledrums, and indeed, more noise than six kettledrums, and indeed better noise than that.'

Structurally, Beethoven develops the blurring of boundaries and the cross-referencing used in the
Fourth Symphony by alluding to the ghostly rendition of the Scherzo before the finale’s
recapitulation. This cemented his treatment of the symphony as a thoroughly unified work, with
established relationships between the movements. Yet, while these formal achievements are
remarkable, little can match the sheer thrill of Beethoven’s music as the finale surges onwards,
brimming with a vitality that is nothing short of overwhelming.

***

The irresistible melodic charm and vivid mood-painting of Beethoven’s ‘Pastoral’ Symphony,
No.6, have cemented its role as one of the most popular symphonies in the canon. Yet its appealing
nature may disguise its significance in music history: though less powerful than, for instance, the

‘Eroica’, No.3 or the fatalistic Fifth, Beethoven’s Sixth Symphony represents a pivotal moment in
music. On the one hand, Beethoven was continuing a well-established tradition – even the key of F
major was invariably chosen for pastoral works. In the Baroque era, Bach, Handel, and Vivaldi
used the pastoral style in their works, notable examples including Handel’s ‘pastoral symphony’
in Messiah and Vivaldi’s ‘Four Seasons’ Concertos. Both Mozart and Haydn made use of this
tradition, too; in as early a work as his Sixth Symphony, ‘Le Matin’, Haydn opened the work by
evoking a sunrise, and his oratorios The Creation and The Seasons took this principal to new heights.

With Beethoven’s ‘Pastoral’ Symphony this tradition was distilled into symphonic form, gaining in
the process a powerfully descriptive aspect which would have a significant impact on the evolution
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of Romantic music. In particular, Beethoven’s expansion of the conventional four-movement form
to incorporate an extra movement – ‘Thunderstorm’ – has been cited as a turning-point in the
development of symphonic form, paving the way for the scale and dramatic ambition of Berlioz’s
Symphonie Fantastique. Other composers had used linking movements before – for instance, Mozart
in his G minor Quintet, K516 – but few with such dramatic force. Far from being incidental or
perfunctory, the ‘Thunderstorm’ is an integral part of the Symphony, creating its primary area of
dramatic tension, after which the finale is felt with genuine relief.

Beethoven is reputed to have stated that he preferred trees to people, and whatever significance
one attaches to the work, the composer’s love of nature is undeniably manifest throughout the Sixth
Symphony, with its celebration of the beauty, power – and occasional rustic eccentricity – of the
countryside. Beethoven began sketching themes for the third movement as early as 1803; more
sketches followed in 1807, but the bulk of the work was composed almost entirely in 1808. Rather
surprisingly, the work was written alongside the very different Fifth Symphony, with both pieces
premiered on 22 December 1808.

Beethoven called the Sixth Symphony Sinfonia pastorella and Sinfonia caracterista, and a violin part
prepared in accordance with his wishes bears these words: Sinfonia Pastorella. Pastoral-Sinfonie,
oder Erinnerung an das Landleben – ‘Pastoral Symphony, or Recollections of Country Life’. The word

‘recollections’ may offer a clue as to the work’s significance in Beethoven’s mind. Although he had
been revelling in the countryside outside Vienna, with its meadows, rocky clefts, streams and
woodlands, Beethoven may have been thinking further back, to his time in Bonn. The evidence for
this stems from his choice of titles for each movement, which are adapted from a symphony by
18th-century composer Justin Heinrich Knecht – who hailed from the Swabian region of Germany

– entitled Le Portrait musical de la nature (The Musical Portrait of Nature). However, despite these
titles, Beethoven insisted that this was ‘a matter more of feeling than of painting in sounds’. He was
not attempting to describe a scene in music, as programme music would do, but was evoking the
feelings provoked by his love of nature.

The first movement, ‘Awakening of happy feelings upon arriving in the country’, opens with a
warm, shapely theme in F. The movement unfolds with a gently insistent wind motif interrupting
this initial theme, giving way to a spacious second subject. Also in sonata form, the second
movement, ‘Scene by the brook’, is pervaded by lilting lyricism, continuing the relaxed and
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contented atmosphere created by the first. The movement features cadenza-like woodwind solos
depicting birdsong, and Beethoven specified in the score which birds are emulated: the nightingale
is represented by the flute, the quail by the oboe and the cuckoo by the clarinets. Fittingly for a
symphony inspired by nature, the second movement seems to have grown organically from the
first, its subdominant relationship – B flat major to the first movement’s F major – offering gentle
contrast rather than real tension.

The third movement is a great instance of musical comedy. Based on Beethoven’s observation of
increasingly drunken folk musicians, the bucolic dance frequently gets out of hand, with Beethoven
subverting the musical conventions of his age by leaving phrases incomplete and rhythm askew.
The merriment is curtailed by the intervention of the storm, with its timpani-rolls of thunder and
sharp stabs of lightning. The drama is short-lived, however, and, in this work at least, nature is kind,
eliciting from the composer a devotional, hymn-like finale, ‘Shepherds’ song, ‘happiness and
thanksgiving after the storm’, paying homage to the beauty and benevolence of nature, its
capacious and rich material creating a real sense of affection and reverence. Towards the end of the
movement, Beethoven’s spine-tingling harmonic progressions add majestic grandeur, as though to
emphasise the words hand-written on a sketch for this movement: ‘Herr, wir danken dir.’ – ‘Lord,
we thank thee.’ Beethoven’s love of nature was felt as a deeply spiritual, profound experience – one
which, it seems, gave the composer a deep sense of purpose and wellbeing like little else in life.

Whereas the feelings of Beethoven’s Sixth Symphony are explicit, the Seventh Symphony –
completed in April 1812 – is more enigmatic and has provoked numerous attempts at
interpretation, in the 19th century especially. Berlioz felt the first movement was a 'ronde des
paysans' (a country dance which Berlioz himself would use in the Damnation of Faust) while the
finale was dubbed by Wagner: ‘the apotheosis of the dance’. Other commentators variously
imagined weddings, knights, warriors and drunken masquerades. It is as though the picturesque
qualities of the ‘Pastoral’ Symphony led listeners to expect a similar, visual aspect to the Seventh
Symphony. But perhaps it goes deeper than that: with the Sixth Symphony Beethoven ushered in
a new era of evocative music, paving the way for the Romantic emphasis on plot and character-
driven compositions. Once this precedent had been set, the trend for interpreting music in terms of
its meaning, its story, even its biographical links with the composer, became an irrevocable aspect
of music criticism. Beethoven’s Seventh Symphony is characterised by its generously spacious
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Classical paradigms of clearly-articulated themes and structures. Yet today the sheer energy and
profusion of ideas can be heard as an innovative step, breaking down conventions and propelling
the symphony further into the new musical territory Beethoven had already explored more
thoroughly than any composer of his age. And, of course, there was more innovation to come.

Beethoven had begun sketches for what would become his Fifth Symphony, Op.67, shortly after
completing the Third, the ‘Eroica’, in 1804. Its gestation would be a relatively long one; like some
of his other most notable achievements, Beethoven took considerable trouble over this work. The
Fourth Symphony was begun and finished before Beethoven returned to the C minor symphony,
the patron of which was again Count von Oppersdorff. Despite the inauspicious Viennese premiere
of the Fifth Symphony in 1808 – as part of a vast, four-hour-long concert which would test the
patience of even the most devoted listener – the work has taken its place at the heart of the canon
for its taut conception, and for its irresistible journey from fatalistic despair to unfettered joy.

The breaking-down of music into its essential elements, as in the finale of the Fourth Symphony, is
more vividly, more resolutely explored in the Symphony No.5. The opening motif – perhaps the
most famous fragment in all music – is not melodic; yet it is an idea, characterised by its strong
rhythm, which is sufficiently powerful and memorable that it becomes integral to the work as it
unfolds, germinating from this initial seed and growing organically into a full-scale argument. The
familiarity of this opening motif should not detract from the sheer audacity of beginning a
symphony in this way. Moments of lyricism, such as the poignant oboe solo, do little to diminish
the prevailing mood of tension and urgency. Whereas Beethoven frequently articulates an idea forte,
growing to fortissimo when it is repeated, here the symphony opens ff, and then the volume is
augmented with the addition of flutes, oboes, bassoons and horns.

Following this uncompromising muscularity comes an Andante, in A flat, which exudes both
warmth of melody and clarity of harmony. Beethoven takes variation form to new heights, with
exquisite inventiveness and fluidity, as well as vibrant contrast in the form of the proud, military
counter-subject – a reminder of the war-torn, revolutionary years during which this was composed.

The rhythm of the first movement’s motto is clearly audible in the C minor Scherzo, the mysterious
opening of which Beethoven worked at for some time, and with some difficulty, before he was
satisfied he had achieved the desired effect. After a lively contrapuntal Trio, the Scherzo undergoes
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concur with Robert Schumann’s verdict that, sandwiched between the ‘Eroica’ Symphony and the
Symphony No.5, Beethoven’s Fourth is ‘a slender Greek maiden between two Norse giants’.

However, the Fourth Symphony cannot be dismissed as lightweight, even in the context of the
more obviously arresting qualities of the Symphonies Nos. 3 and 5.

Nor is it ‘feminine’ in the way implied by Schumann’s metaphor. Though ease, warmth and
lyricism are all elements of this work, they are expressed with Beethoven’s usual virility of
language and structure. The first movement exemplifies this, with a mysterious slow introduction
evolving into an Allegro that pulses with drive and vigour.

Beethoven’s use of form in this symphony was innovative; as with the Piano Concerto No.4, there
are novel approaches to the way different sections of material are linked. As well as the seamless
flow from slow introduction into Allegro, omitting a definite break, Beethoven goes on to use the
end of the slow introduction to lead back into the reprise of the exposition, blurring conventional
boundaries. Then at the recapitulation, after a remarkable enharmonic shift coloured by timpani,
the main theme returns without the four-bar lead-up heard earlier in the movement, subverting our
aural expectations.

The Adagio exudes an idyllic, pastoral grace. Yet this lyricism is offset by a palpable sense of
momentum, heightened by further prominent writing for the timpani. The accompanying motif
initially played by the second violins and then by the full orchestra is later given to the timpani
alone. This marked a turning-point in Beethoven’s attitude to the timpani; as in the Piano Concerto
No.3, he was beginning to use them as an integrated part of the music, rather than for mere
decoration or emphasis. This shift would prove essential to the character of the Symphony No.5.

The Fourth Symphony’s Minuet brims with infectious rhythmic vitality. Beethoven uses
syncopation and different rhythmic groupings to confuse the work’s metrical pulse, increasing the
music’s irrepressible forward-motion. Again, Beethoven moves smoothly between sections, the
build-up of excitement towards the end of the Trio leading inevitably back into the Minuet. The
finale begins in exuberant vein, and is remarkable for its lack of clear main theme. Rather, the music
moves effortlessly between rapid figurations, snatches of lyrical melody, and emphatic chords,
creating a dramatic musical whirlwind. This was, perhaps, the root of contemporary criticism of
Beethoven’s work: the maelstrom of ideas may have seemed uncontrolled in the context of those
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nature.  In particular, an expansive harmonic conception sees the central key of A thrown into relief
by the contrasting key areas of C and F, both only remotely related to the tonic. This breadth of
harmonic framework is reflected by a resonant treatment of orchestral ‘space’, effected by
Beethoven’s exploration of the different sonorities created by varying the orchestral layout. For
instance, the antiphonal positioning of first and second violins, which was a popular device in
Beethoven’s era, sets up a refreshing sense of dialogue between two parts of the orchestra which
might otherwise blend. Add to these spacious characteristics a lack of conventional slow movement,
and you have a work in which pathos is played down, adding to the work’s prevailing sense of joy.

After a broad slow introduction, at once noble and serene – with just a hint of a twinkle in its eye –
Beethoven unleashes a rollicking first movement, full of boisterous, dancing rhythms. The justly
famous Allegretto is a masterclass in gradually-building repetition, each version of the ostinato
theme augmented, reaching monumental dimensions. A softer theme offers contrast, before the
ostinato returns, with spine-tingling results. The Presto is a scintillating succession of quick-fire
exchanges, brimming with exuberance, offset by a trio based on an Austrian hymn, which begins
in rather lugubrious fashion but is transformed into a proud theme. Again, such music is open to
widely divergent interpretations: is the grandeur intended with complete sincerity, or is there a
hint of irony, a lampooning of pomposity? Certainly, the abrupt return to the scherzo adds a certain
comedy to the movement. The general merriment spills over into the finale, with its unbuttoned
rhythmic vitality and forward-momentum creating a contagious sense of energy and ebullience.

Beethoven’s Symphony No.7 was first performed at two concerts on 8 and 13 December 1813,
where the work was so well received that the exceptional Allegretto had to be repeated on both
occasions. A contemporary newspaper reported that the ‘applause rose to the point of ecstasy’. This
was pivotal in Beethoven’s career: overnight, he achieved an unprecedented level of popularity,
akin to that attained by Haydn after the premieres of his oratorios.

***

Beethoven’s Symphony No.8 was written quite rapidly, in about six months, and was completed
in 1812. The autograph score reads 'Linz in the month of October', although the work may have
been largely finished as early as August or September, when the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung
announced that Beethoven had 'composed two new symphonies'. The music of the Symphony No.8
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may even have begun life as a piano concerto – early sketches suggest as much – but before long it
had evolved into one of the symphonies Beethoven had been planning in the wake of No.7.

The humour of the Eighth Symphony bears comparison with the wit of much of Haydn’s
symphonic writing, although there is also a rawness, an unfettered sense of mischief, running
through Beethoven’s work. Overt comedic touches include interruptions, syncopations, and
sudden shifts between octaves (spanning some five octaves towards the end of the finale). Yet there
is also a subtlety to Beethoven’s wit, which may even render it, at times, imperceptible to the
unprepared ear. This must partially be the result of repeated characterisations – and portraits – of
Beethoven as an imposing, serious musical colossus. And so he was; but such a reputation may
leave the listener expecting grandeur, intellectual rigour, pastoral charm, perhaps – but not
necessarily humour. However, the subtlety of Beethoven’s comedy also stems from his use of
intellectual humour, appreciable on a more analytical level, with harmonic and structural
subversions that defied convention, or poked fun at it, in a manner which must have been written
as much for Beethoven’s private amusement as for the entertainment of his audience.

That the Symphony No.8 is renowned for its good humour is all the more remarkable when one
considers the emotional backdrop of the work. The summer of that year was a significant one in
Beethoven’s personal life: it was on 6-7 July that he wrote the famous letter to his ‘Immortal
Beloved’. He addressed the note to ‘My angel, my all, myself’, but possibly never posted it – the
letter bears no postal marks and was found among Beethoven’s possessions. The identity of the
woman concerned remains unknown, and is the subject of great speculation. It was in the aftermath
of this letter that Beethoven composed most of his Eighth Symphony – which is, intriguingly,
remarkably free of musical equivalents of the sentiments poured out in that letter.

Furthermore, the misanthropic aspect of Beethoven’s character is hardly more apparent in the
Eighth Symphony than the romantic yearning expressed to his ‘Immortal Beloved’. Nor does the
work presage the depths to which Beethoven would sink by December 1812, when he wrote to the
Archduke Rudolph: 'Since Sunday I have been ailing, although mentally, it is true, more than
physically.' This demonstrates that, while a composer’s biography may contribute to the style of a
piece of music, this is certainly not always the case; links between life and art can be overplayed.
However, one of the reasons the Eighth Symphony is so fascinating is that alongside the humour
are moments of forcefulness which may hint, albeit only obliquely, at some of the darker aspects of
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Beethoven was commissioned to write The Consecration of the House in 1822 for the opening of
a new theatre in Vienna. As with Fidelio, the writing process for Beethoven’s Ruins of Athens,
Op.113, had not been straightforward, and resulted in more than one overture, of which this is the
second. Beethoven had recently been studying the music of J.S. Bach and Handel, and this Overture
bears their influence, with contrapuntal lines threading their way through much of the work.
Rather like the Overture to The Creatures of Prometheus, this piece opens with bold chords
preceding a slow introduction.

However, in the case of The Consecration of the House, this slow introduction has a stately,
marching quality like that of a procession, slowly building to create the impression that persons of
note are arriving in state. This gives way to a quicker section in which heraldic brass writing is
underpinned by the contrapuntal elements one would expect from a composer so recently
immersed in the intricacies of Baroque music. As with the contrapuntal depth of the ‘Eroica’,
Beethoven here succeeds in fusing Classical and Baroque techniques. The main body of the
Overture unfolds, and at its heart Beethoven unleashes the full force of his mastery of counterpoint:
a wonderful fugal treatment of the theme. This builds in complexity and excitement, before
Beethoven successfully ties up the maelstrom of ideas woven into this texture, at once resolving the
demands of both Classical sonata form and Baroque fugue – a magnificent achievement.

***

While working on his ‘Razumovsky’ Quartets in 1806, Beethoven travelled with Prince Lichnowsky
to his castle in Silesia, not far from the estate of Count Franz von Oppersdorff. Beethoven took the
opportunity to visit the Count, who, having been impressed by Beethoven’s Second Symphony,
commissioned a new work. Beethoven set aside the quartets to write his Fourth Symphony, which
he produced quickly, first alluding to it in a letter to his publishers, Breitkopf und Härtel, in a letter
dated 3 September. Oppersdorff offered Beethoven 500 florins for exclusive use of the work for six
months. It seems he may have received a score by November; in any case, the fee was paid the
following February. Beethoven’s Symphony No.4 in B flat, Op.60, was premiered in March
1807 alongside the Coriolan Overture and the Fourth Piano Concerto.

The symphony was greeted with criticism which seems astonishing now: it was considered wild,
undignified, verbose, crude. Few would apply such descriptions today, although some might
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Prometheus Overture which, though perfect for dramatic scene-setting, does raise the question of
Beethoven’s suitability as a composer of ballet: the robust weight of his orchestral statements is,
surely, not easily matched in the form of dance. This is perhaps why the ballet is so rarely staged
nowadays; yet the Overture merits its position in the canon for its deft shifts in mood, dramatic
gestures and exhilarating orchestral sonorities, which are not, as one might expect, concluded with
a bang, but instead are gently extinguished, fading to an enigmatic close.

Beethoven’s Fidelio Overture (1814) is justly famous; perhaps not until Richard Strauss’ Don
Juan would an orchestra be given such a thrilling work-out in so short a piece. Fidelio is
Beethoven’s only opera, yet its rather tortuous gestation from conception to completion generated
no fewer than four overtures. Three of these are now known as the ‘Leonore’ Overtures Nos.1-3,
named after the opera’s principal female role. Beethoven deemed these overtures too weighty;
though musically mature, they would have set too sombre a tone. Eventually, Beethoven came up
with a solution that pleased him: the lighter, virtuosic Fidelio Overture, which perfectly captures
the adventurous spirit he wished to convey.

Written in 1811, Beethoven’s King Stephen comprises an Overture and nine vocal pieces; but,
again, it is only the Overture which is performed with any regularity, and even this is heard all too
rarely. The work was commissioned by Emperor Francis I of Austria to commemorate King
Stephen I, who founded Hungary in c.1000 A.D. The Emperor’s motivation was, as might be
expected, political: he wished to placate Hungarian unrest and to celebrate Hungary’s loyalty to
Austria by opening a large theatre in Budapest, for which occasion Beethoven’s music was intended.

The Overture opens with an intriguing series of juxtapositions: proud, heraldic brass fanfares are
contrasted with woodwind solos supported by a light, carefree accompaniment. The second time
this lighter material appears, Beethoven allows slightly unsettling material to creep in, before noble,
rugged music sets off at a great pace, conjuring up a sweeping landscape and the promise of
adventure. This Overture is, perhaps, rather underrated; possibly because it is unclear what effect
Beethoven intended to create with the slow introduction’s rather unnerving juxtapositions.
Possibly he misjudged the result of rather grave fanfares followed immediately by dancing levity:
if taken at face value these shifts might almost seem absurd. Yet it is also possible that Beethoven
intended to provoke a degree of unease or intrigue with these contrasts, playing with our
expectations in the way that Mahler would in years to come.
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the composer’s makeup.

Beethoven referred to his Symphony No.8 as his ‘Little’ Symphony. This is a nickname which has
not caught on perhaps because, while the first three movements are relatively concise, the finale, at
over 500 bars, was the longest he had yet written. Perhaps, then, it was the Symphony’s relatively
light nature to which Beethoven was alluding – yet even here, there is a remarkable degree of
ambiguity. The Symphony has, in places, a mercurial quality, shifting between emotional light and
shade with quicksilver rapidity. As a consequence, its music can be interpreted as sunny and joyful,
or as muscular and uncompromising, depending on how one is inclined to interpret it. Whereas the
emotional landscape of the other symphonies is often clearly delineated, the Eighth Symphony is,
in many respects, harder to fathom – a reason, perhaps, why it is not always hailed as one of
Beethoven’s ‘great’ symphonies. This, perhaps, was the composer’s own meaning: ‘Little’ as
opposed to ‘Great’.

Early sketches for the opening movement show that Beethoven had intended to begin the work
with a propulsive accompanimental figure. Eventually, this was replaced with a concise six-note
figure of simplicity and vitality, beginning the work with an immediate sense of momentum. This
sets the tone for the whole symphony, which has a forthright, direct manner that is key to what
makes its nature so hard to pin down: Beethoven’s declamatory music has moments of
confrontational power, as well as spirited good-humour, all consistent with the direct,
unapologetic tone of the work.

The first movement brims with spacious vigour, creating an exhilarating, unbuttoned atmosphere.
This is punctuated by moments of drama, as well as lighter exchanges and moments of invigorating
rhythmic interest. Beethoven’s cerebral humour is in evidence when he subverts the conventional
modulation before the second subject area, which would usually involve a shift to the dominant of
the dominant key. Instead, he takes the music to the subdominant of the subdominant key. For
many listeners this is, of course, more a joke on paper than one which is clearly audible, yet it
reveals that Beethoven’s mindset while composing this work was playful, subversive, even
sardonic. He was lampooning tradition, and relishing the process. The movement also includes
passages for the bassoon poking fun at the strings, and ends with a wittily delicate gesture.
Originally, Beethoven had planned to conclude with a more characteristically emphatic fortissimo,
but changed the tone entirely with the charming, understated humour of this ending.
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Rather than structuring the work to include a slow movement and Scherzo, as had become his
custom, Beethoven chose for the central movements a moderately paced scherzando, and a Minuet.
In his earlier symphonies, Beethoven had transformed the usual Minuet movement into the
faster-paced Scherzo. The Symphony No 7 also omits a conventional slow movement, but the
quirky inclusion of both a Scherzo and a Minuet in this symphony was unprecedented.

The Allegretto scherzando sets in motion a rhythmic pulse of clockwork precision. Above this
meticulous foundation, snatches of orchestral conversation are exchanged in a charming,
mannered fashion, and humour is created with sudden unison fortissimos. There is sly rhythmic
play, too, with a five-note scale played five times in such a way as to undermine the music’s main
pulse.

The Minuet playfully recalls the elegance of the Classical epoch, a conscious but rather tongue-in-
cheek harking back to the symphonic precedents of the 18th century. Yet the opening movement’s
expansive, pastoral quality is audible here, too; this is not a restrained Minuet, but one of
exuberance and joie de vivre.

Following this unusual choice of internal movements, Beethoven concludes the symphony with his
longest finale yet, a movement which consequently dominates the entire work. More than this, the
movement’s structure is highly unusual and expansive. It has been described as having an
exposition, two development sections rather than the usual one, a double recapitulation (again,
instead of a stand-alone section), and a coda. Far from being unwieldy, Beethoven uses this vast
plan to unfold moments of intense drama, which contrast powerfully with the lighter, wittier
moments of the preceding movements. Particularly climactic is the blast of F-sharp minor during
the ‘second recapitulation’, which is only resolved through the brute force of brass and timpani. Yet
the sense of comedy remains – in this case of a broader, more rumbustious, almost slapstick kind,
and the symphony ends with that emphatic power denied us at the end of the first movement.

The Symphony No.8 was premiered at Beethoven’s academy of 27 February 1814, and later
published by Steiner in 1817, but was initially overshadowed by the Seventh Symphony and by
Wellington’s Victory. The critic of the Wiener Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung stated that 'the applause
which it received was not accompanied by that enthusiasm which distinguishes a work which
gives universal delight; in short – as the Italians say – it did not create a furor.' The subtle,
ambiguous aspects of the work denied it immediate acclaim, perhaps, but it has since been
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overloaded ideas’.

This supposed lack of coherence seems an extraordinary accusation given Beethoven’s thorough
unification of the work at all levels. The famous opening theme forms the basis of much of the first
movement’s material, Beethoven weaving it into the music’s fabric. A duet for cello and oboe that
begins the development gives the impression of being a new theme, but in fact relates directly to
that of the opening. During the recapitulation, Beethoven treats the main theme to fresh
instrumental combinations, and the hugely extended coda, with its bold harmonic excursions,
stretches the material almost to breaking point.

The slow movement, an expansive funeral march, features contrapuntal writing that fuses the
monumentality of the Baroque with the clarity of the Classical style. This is crucial to our
understanding of the Classical epoch: whereas composers such as J.C. Bach had eschewed the
Baroque style’s contrapuntal gravitas to write music of almost two-dimensional transparency,
Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven embraced counterpoint to create a synthesis of elegance and
textural depth.

Syncopation pervades the brilliant Scherzo and Trio, and the finale, for which Beethoven adapted
music from the last movement of his ballet, The Creatures of Prometheus, integrates moments of
Haydnesque wit into Beethoven’s own, more powerful, musical language.

Yet despite Beethoven’s extraordinary achievements when writing for the orchestra, his style was
not naturally suited to producing stage works; as a consequence, these works are rarely performed
in full. Nevertheless, how much poorer would the concert repertoire be without the overtures to
these works, which have taken on a life of their own in the concert hall.

One example is the Overture to the work from which Beethoven borrowed when writing the
‘Eroica’: Die Geschöpfe des Prometheus (The Creatures of Prometheus). Beethoven wrote a
complete score to this ballet in 1801, collaborating with Italian choreographer Salvatore Viganò for
performance in Vienna. The Overture begins with typically arresting chords, before Beethoven
unfolds a charming, pastoral melody. This lulls the listener into a false sense of security, acting as
a slow introduction to the more vigorous and spirited music which follows, full of boisterous,
youthful exuberance.

As with almost all of Beethoven’s output, however, there is an underlying gravitas to the
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bound up with the Classical era: sonata form, employed, in various guises, throughout the
symphony. Even the slow movement, which begins serenely before developing into something
more complex and intriguing, is in an expansive sonata form, with exceptional handling of the
unfolding themes. Perhaps most unusually, both the pithy, vivacious Scherzo (now named as such,
replacing the conventional Minuet) and the Trio have their own development sections, albeit not
fully fledged.

The drama of Beethoven’s Second Symphony is, inevitably, caught up with the onset of deafness
with which he was afflicted during the writing of this work. This traumatic development – acutely
devastating for a musician, especially – may explain the work’s vehement outbursts, and the shifts
in atmosphere between relatively carefree moments and darker, more sinister interjections. A vivid
instance of this is heard during the Trio, when a rural idyll created by the wind choir is threatened
by an interrupting unison F sharp in the strings. Although the winds win out eventually, the sense
of an unwanted presence spoiling the fun (as it was in Beethoven’s life) is palpable.

The finale opens with a striking, almost unhinged gesture, which recurs later in the movement, each
time adding a touch of eccentric energy. Like a gun releasing a sprint, this opening unleashes a
knotty collection of ideas, giving way to moments of gentler lyricism amid the bustling vigour.
Ending this substantial movement is a coda of some 150 bars, described by a contemporary critic
as ‘a pierced dragon which will not die, dealing vain but furious blows with its tail.’

***

Beethoven had originally intended to dedicate his Symphony No.3 to Napoleon; but on
discovering that his hero had declared himself Emperor, Beethoven felt betrayed and removed the
dedication. Instead, the work became known as the ‘Eroica’ – meaning ‘heroic’; and no better title
could be applied to such a powerful work.

In his first two symphonies, Beethoven had attacked the form with gusto, but with the Symphony
No.3, completed in 1804, he took the genre to a new level. The first two movements alone are twice
the length of their counterparts in Nos.1 and 2, provoking accusations that the work was overlong.
Indeed, when it was premiered, the ‘Eroica’ met with confusion, one critic writing that the ‘music
could soon reach the point where one would derive no pleasure from it unless well trained in the
rules and difficulties of the art’, complaining that the work was full of ‘unconnected and
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recognised for its remarkable qualities. Richard Wagner described Symphonies Nos.7 and 8 as
creating an idyllic, if temporary, musical Elysium – his use of the philosophical term 'phenomenal
world' refers to the world as experienced by humans:

'Their effect upon the listener is precisely that of emancipation from all guilt, just as the
aftereffect is the feeling of Paradise forfeited, with which we return to the phenomenal world.'

Beethoven composed the incidental music to Goethe’s play, Egmont, between October 1809 and
June 1810. The play tells of a 16th-century Flemish aristocrat arrested and condemned by Spanish
conquerors; the burgher’s daughter, Klärchen, fails to rescue Egmont, and consequently poisons
herself. Egmont goes to his death in a spirit of defiance, foretelling the rebellion that will free his
country from its Spanish oppressors. Beethoven, aware of his own Flemish ancestry, felt deeply
stirred by this tale, which resonated with his principles of individual and national freedom.
Specifically, the occupation of his adopted home of Vienna by the French in 1809 provided a very
real feeling for the message of Goethe’s play.

The incidental music to Egmont is intense and dramatic, with the Overture the most frequently
performed of all the pieces. The imposing slow introduction, similar in tone to the slow movement
of the Seventh Symphony (which was written not long afterwards), is followed by a nervous string
accompaniment and a yearning six-note motif passed around the orchestra. The pacing is
exquisitely judged; quick enough to create a sense of anticipation, but slow enough to ratchet up
the tension gradually, as though provoking listeners to hold their breath in suspense. Then, at last,
comes a sense of release, the nervousness transformed into a nobler, more powerful, atmosphere.
Throughout, Beethoven leavens the dramatic intensity with lyrical woodwind solos, balancing the
mood of foreboding with sweeter gestures. After a brief slow interlude towards the Overture’s end
the music rushes towards a triumphant conclusion. Goethe himself had to acknowledge
Beethoven’s 'remarkable genius.'

The Overture to Collin’s Coriolan, Op.62, was written in 1807, in the wake of the Fourth
Symphony and Fourth Piano Concerto. Collin’s tragic play of 1804 follows the Roman leader Gaius
Marcus Coriolanus, banished from Rome and determined to march upon the city in an attempt to
avenge his disgrace. In the end, Coriolanus realises his only means of regaining his honour is to kill
himself. Beethoven seems to have relished depicting this anti-hero and his melodramatic story,
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using every means at his disposal to create a vivid musical equivalent. The Overture begins in
suitably arresting vein, with a unison C in the strings answered by thrilling, punchy chords. There
follows some of Beethoven’s most gripping music, full of rhetorical gestures – and ending with a
grave whisper.

Beethoven was commissioned to write incidental music to August von Kotzebue’s Prologue
(König Stephan) and Epilogue (Die Ruinen von Athen), in 1811. At the time, Beethoven was
staying at the spa in Teplitz in north-western Bohemia, and there, in July, he finally met Goethe,
whose writings had so inspired him. The writer summed up the composer thus:

‘His talent amazed me; unfortunately he is an utterly untamed personality, who is not
altogether in the wrong in holding the world to be detestable but surely does not make it any
the more enjoyable either for himself or for others by his attitude. He is easily excused, on the
other hand, and much to be pitied, as his hearing is leaving him, which perhaps mars the
musical part of his nature less than the social. ‘

The uncompromising aspects of Beethoven’s character, as described here, are borne out by the fact
that he did not have his heart in the composition of the incidental music to Kotzebue’s works. The
music was written to please a patron rather than from Beethoven’s own sense of inspiration, and
while a sunnier disposition may have relished such a challenge, it seems Beethoven did not.
Perhaps this half-heartedness shows; certainly the prestigious Royal Philharmonic Society of
London rejected the Overtures when it received them in 1816.

The Ruins of Athens tells of Minerva awakening from a 2000-year slumber to discover that Athens
is occupied by the Turks and the Parthenon in ruins. Only at Pest are culture and reason preserved
by the enlightened Emperor Franz. This is not the type of tale which usually caught Beethoven’s
imagination, but the Overture nevertheless has some striking qualities. The opening is enigmatic,
its tonal centre unsettled by creeping figures, before a sorrowful melodic line sets the scene. There
follows a lyrical oboe solo floating above gentle accompaniment, before Beethoven releases bright,
bustling music replete with more woodwind solos, culminating in a breezy, concise conclusion.
Beethoven later composed a different overture to this play, entitled The Consecration of the House, in
1822.

Whereas works such as the Egmont Overture show Beethoven’s extrovert side, the Leonore
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clear indication that Beethoven was only following symphonic precedent as far as retaining the
name, ‘Minuet’; its character was quite different. Indeed, after this symphony Beethoven would
abandon the pretence of labelling the third movement a Minuet at all, writing Scherzos from the
Second Symphony onwards. The Trio, by contrast, is an oasis of calm, the tranquil woodwind choir
unmoved by rapid strings – an effect so striking that the young Elgar copied out this entire passage
with fascinated precision.

The finale is a wonderful instance of Beethoven’s musical sense of humour, with its opening
ascending figure coyly revealing more and more of itself before eventually emerging into the first
theme of the movement. It is worth noting that this movement was the first to be drafted, originally
with a view to opening the symphony, its wit and technical assurance setting the tone for the
material which followed. The ‘scale’ theme pervades the fabric of the movement, including an
harmonically adventurous use of the theme in the development. There are further instances of
humour when the woodwinds seem to announce the recapitulation, only to find they have been
beaten to it, as well as the comedic mocking of the scalic idea in the glorious coda.

Indeed, this finale is a fine early example of Beethoven’s ability to use simple ingredients with
colourful inventiveness, as described in the 1827 biography of the composer by Johann Aloys
Schlosser:

‘He may proceed from an ordinary, even insignificant theme, and explore, spin out, or develop
all its inherent possibilities… In this we can compare Beethoven to Goethe. Like that great man,
he sometimes begins with an unpromising subject, but its treatment, down to the smallest
detail, reveals a truly original spirit.’

The first movement of the Second Symphony in D, Op.36, shows similar resourcefulness, with
just two main themes which Beethoven uses as the basis for a vibrant, fascinating movement,
prefaced by a stately slow introduction. Indeed, while the First Symphony is a comedy of manners,
the Second, composed between 1801 and 1802, is a grand and spirited drama played out on a large
scale, with unifying structural devices to match. When the work was first performed, it was the
longest symphony yet composed. Again, Beethoven was breaking with the past in the audacity of
his symphonic vision.

Yet the coherence of Beethoven’s conception in this symphony is cemented by his use of a form
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‘…Beethoven’s originality reveals itself most often not by frustrating the conventions that he
learned as a child, but by magnifying them beyond the experience or expectations of his
contemporaries.’

As the great musicologist Charles Rosen suggested, the innovation of Beethoven’s music stems
from his expansion and development of existing forms, processes manifest in his first two
symphonies. In these works, Beethoven acknowledged the precedents set by Haydn and Mozart
while building upon them, taking the genre in a new and thrilling direction.

The First Symphony in C, Op.21, is, perhaps, retrospectively overshadowed by what Beethoven
would go on to achieve, but as a statement of purpose it brims with confidence and skill. This was
a musical declaration of intent. Initial sketches appeared in the late 1790s, but the symphony was
not completed until some years later, premiered in Vienna on 2 April 1800. Though not ground-
breaking on the scale of his later symphonic achievements, the First Symphony shows that
Beethoven was, as Rosen stated, determined to ‘magnify’ the accomplishments of the age.
Mozartian in form, the spirit of the symphony is closer to Haydn, especially in the humour
displayed.

The first movement begins with a musical joke, starting in the ‘wrong’ key (F) and on a discord (a
‘seventh’ chord), before – eventually – arriving at C major as the tonic. Furthermore, Beethoven
chose unusual scoring for this opening, with woodwinds against pizzicato strings – a sonority
which caused surprise amongst critics of the day. To modern ears, all this may sound relatively
innocuous, but in the context of Classical conventions, Beethoven was making a bold statement: the
first bars of his first symphony broke the rules, showing in one, concise passage that this was a
composer assertively ushering in the new. There follows a delicious, pastoral slow introduction
(demonstrating Beethoven’s ability to create an atmosphere of spacious calm long before the

‘Pastoral’ Symphony, No.6). The movement then unfolds with an energy, originality and concision
clearly identifiable as hallmarks of Beethoven’s style, tempered by the elegance inherited from
precedents of the Classical epoch.

The Andante cantabile which follows is rather Haydnesque, a charming, triple-meter, sonata-form
movement featuring delicate interplay between solo woodwinds and the strings. The earthy,
rhythmically innovative Minuet has the character of a Scherzo: full of vitality, it represents another
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Overtures – all linked to the complex history of his opera, Fidelio, Op.72 – are more introspective in
character. The plot to J.-N. Bouilly’s Léonore, ou L’amour conjugal follows a political prisoner,
Florestan, who is rescued from a Spanish Bastille by his wife, Leonore, disguised as a man. As well
as delighting in the opportunity to write a ‘rescue’ opera in the manner of Luigi Cherubini, whose
influence is evident in many of his overtures, Beethoven must have related strongly to the
protagonists. Florestan, imprisoned with no hope of escape, may have represented Beethoven’s
own imprisonment by his increasing deafness. But Leonore, too, with her devoted love and longing,
clearly exhibits facets of Beethoven’s own character. Leonore No.3 (1806) is a revision of the first
production’s overture, Leonore No.2 (1805). Absurdly, the overture which has since been labelled
Leonore No.1, was written later, in 1807 – at around the same time as the Coriolan Overture. To
complete the confusion, Beethoven wrote a Fidelio Overture in 1814.

Leonore No.3 is one of Beethoven’s most varied overtures, full of activity and shifts in tempo and
atmosphere. It opens in mysterious vein, with exchanges between woodwinds and strings
emerging from the mists. This swells into more full-throated orchestral writing, the steady
woodwind pulse answered by bold chords. A hushed passage heralds the start of an extended
orchestral crescendo, which propels the music forwards, unleashing a glorious blaze of sound. The
drama which develops is punctuated by striking brass writing, especially a heraldic solo trumpet –
surely one the most theatrical musical devices ever used by Beethoven, and no doubt part of the
inspiration behind later off-stage trumpet pronouncements by Gustav Mahler and others. There
follows a brief duet for flute and bassoon, enigmatic string writing, and an array of musical twists
and turns before an ebullient ending.

***

Mention Beethoven to anybody, and one of the first works which generally springs to mind is his
Ninth Symphony. Though Beethoven himself considered his Missa Solemnis, written at the same
time, to be his greatest work, it is his Symphony No.9 which has proved the most enduring, not
least because of its innovative and compelling choral finale, with the famous, irresistible ‘Ode to
Joy’. Yet, as with any popular work, it is vital to approach each listening with fresh ears, ready to
hear something new. For there is no doubting that this is a work of great profundity, from its subtle
opening, growing as though out of infinite space, to the climactic final movement which moves
beyond ‘joy’ to the ecstatic, the transcendental.
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The commission for this symphony came from the Philharmonic Society of London in 1817.
Beethoven began work in the following year – though some elements have been traced to earlier
sketches, and even to works pre-dating the commission. Beethoven finally completed the
symphony early in 1824, just three years before his death.

The symphony opens with one of the most extraordinary – and much imitated – orchestral
sonorities ever written. Whereas much of Beethoven’s music has a very definite quality to it, here
the music creeps in almost without declaring its presence. Sounds emerge apparently from
nowhere, as though we are eavesdropping on the cosmos. Then, emboldened, they grow into a
statement of powerful dramatic force. The tone ebbs and flows between serene, pastoral writing
and darker, knotty dialogue – as well as spine-tingling drama, emphasised by thrilling timpani
rolls. Throughout, we are gripped by the unfolding tussle between light and dark, despair and joy;
a tussle which will pervade the entire symphony.

In contrast with the opening of the first movement, the Scherzo begins without ambiguity.
Beethoven uses a concise statement which at once recalls material from the first movement, and
establishes the quick-fire nature of the Scherzo. This movement unfolds with a strong sense of
forward momentum, including fugal writing and light, rapid exchanges. The gentler Trio, as with
moments in the first movement, hints at motifs which will be more fully developed in the finale.

The beautiful Adagio which follows is one of Beethoven’s most exquisite achievements; and, as with
the entire symphony, is conceived on a more ambitious scale than many of his previous works.
Using an expansive variation form, Beethoven’s music glides between different meters. For
instance, the theme and first variation are in 4/4, the second variation in 12/8; and the episodes in
between are in 3/4 time. Yet the ear barely registers these shifts, so seamlessly does Beethoven slip
between each section. This undulating serenity is punctuated by bold proclamations later in the
movement. Again, Beethoven seems to be anticipating later events, and reminding us, too, of the
tumult which has gone before. Yet it is serenity which ultimately holds sway, caressing the listener
in sounds so peaceful they are almost other-worldly.

The choral finale has been described as a symphony-within-a-symphony. On an unprecedented
scale, Beethoven unleashes a movement of grand proportions and sweeping emotional range. In
addition to Beethoven’s overpowering musical invention, the widespread appeal of this movement
stems from the universal nature of his chosen text. Schiller’s poem An die Freude – ‘To Joy’ – struck
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 DISC SIX

 Symphony No. 9, Op. 125 70.07
1  I Allegro ma non troppo un poco maestoso 16.15
2  II Molto vivace 11.32
3  III Adagio molto e cantabile 16.48
4  IV Presto - Allegro assai 25.32

   Total playing time 70.07
 Rebecca Evans, soprano
 Wilke te Brummelstroete, mezzo-soprano
 Steve Davislim, tenor
 Neal Davies, bass
 London Symphony Chorus, directed by James Morgan

 Producer by Chris Craker
 Engineered by Simon Rhodes
 Edited and mastered by Simon Haram

℗ 2011 Wyastone Estate Limited
 NI 6146
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 DISC FIVE

 Symphony No. 8 in F Major, Op. 93 27.59
1 I Allegro vivace con brio 9.23
2 II Allegretto scherzando 4.33
3 III Tempo di Menuetto 6.20
4 IV Allegro vivace 7.43
5  Egmont Overture, Op. 84  9.10
6  Coriolan Overture, Op. 62  9.06
7  Ruins of Athens Overture, Op. 113  5.21
8  Leonore Overture No. 3, Op. 72  15.06

   Total playing time 66.42

 Produced, engineered and edited by Simon Rhodes
 Recorded October 2013 at Air Studios, London

℗ 2014 Wyastone Estate Limited
 NI 6260
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Beethoven as a young man; he made plans to set it to music when he was just 22. A professor at
Bonn named Fischenich wrote of Beethoven’s intention in a letter of January 1793, addressed to
Schiller’s wife: ‘He proposes to compose Schiller’s Freude, strophe by strophe.’

Schiller’s poem combines both religious and humanist themes, revelling in earthly pleasures as
well as striving towards God. Whatever one’s beliefs, there is something here which will strike a
chord, whether it is Schiller’s humanist desire that ‘All men become brothers’, or his spectacular
depiction of divine love:

Do you sense the Creator, world?
Seek Him beyond the starry canopy!
Beyond the stars must He dwell.
Be embraced, you millions!

A tempestuous flurry of notes opens the finale, after which all three of the previous movements are
quoted in order, each time answered by brusque recitative-like writing for cellos and basses. It is
the cellos and basses which also establish the famous main theme, which is then varied. When the
opening material returns, the bass solo sings the lines of recitative introduced by the cellos and
basses; similarly, the choir then takes up the theme and variations first heard in the orchestra.

A climactic point is reached at the words vor Gott – ‘before God’ – a moment of electrifying intensity
which would find its late-Romantic equivalent in the ecstatic zu Gott – ‘to God’ – of Mahler’s Second
Symphony. There follows a section in 6/8 time, featuring prominent percussion and piccolo, in an
idiom reminiscent of the marching ‘Turkish style’ which Mozart had famously adopted in his
Rondo alla Turca and in his opera Die entführung aus dem Serail, and which Beethoven himself had
occasionally used.

This is followed by a dramatic fugal section for the orchestra, and fulsome choral rendition of the
main theme, before a more pared-down texture and slower tempo usher in Schiller’s call to ‘Be
embraced, Millions!’ In many respects, this may be considered the most profound section of the
whole work, conveying a real sense of philosophical searching, combined with pure wonder. It is
one of the most sublime of all Beethoven’s achievements.

The main theme is then varied using intricate textures for both chorus and orchestra, momentum
building towards the scintillating final sections of the work, when the soloists take centre stage.
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Even amid such joyful outbursts, Beethoven includes more contemplative moments at a slower
pace, as though tempering the bacchanalian aspects of Schiller’s celebration with more meditative
reflections on the divine. Ultimately, profundity and unfettered joy combine in the thrilling final
bars.

The feat of musical skill involved in producing this symphony can barely be exaggerated. The sheer
scope of such a work could so easily become unwieldy, yet Beethoven’s mastery of form, and of
such large forces, was absolute. When one considers, then, that Beethoven’s loss of hearing was
well advanced by this stage, the composition of such a piece verges on the miraculous.

Yet it is Beethoven’s loss of hearing which informs the most moving accounts of the symphony’s
premiere. There is a story offered by several sources, suggesting that, though they differ slightly, it
is essentially true. Beethoven conducted the premiere of his Ninth Symphony at the
Kärntnertortheater in Vienna on 7 May 1824. At the end of the symphony – some accounts say at
the end of the Scherzo – Beethoven stood in front of his score, leafing through it, blissfully unaware
of the thunderous applause from the audience behind him. It was not until the contralto Caroline
Unger tugged his sleeve, and pointed to the audience, that Beethoven turned around. He saw, at
last, the rapturous reception, and bowed. The audience had recognised a quality articulated by the
professor at Bonn so many years earlier, in 1793, when he had written to Schiller’s wife:

‘I expect something perfect, since he is wholly devoted to the great and the sublime.’

© 2011, 2012, 2014 Joanna Wyld
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 DISC FOUR

 Symphony No. 6 in F Major, Op. 68 ‘Pastoral’ 40.04
1 I Allegro ma non troppo  9.00
2 II Andante molto mosso  12.05
3 III Allegro  5.46
4 IV Allegro  3.45
5 V Allegretto  10.04

 Symphony No. 7 in A Major, Op. 92 36.38
6 I Poco sostenuto - Vivace  12.33
7 II Allegretto  9.05
8 III Presto - Assai meno presto (trio)  7.39
9 IV Allegro con brio  7.21

   Total playing time 69.58

 Produced by Chris Craker
 Engineered by Simon Rhodes, edited by Simon Haram
 Recorded 13-14 October 2010 at Air Studios, London
  ℗ 2011 Wyastone Estate Limited
 NI 6145
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 DISC THREE

 Symphony No. 4 in B-Flat Major, Op. 60 31.53
1 I Adagio - Allegro vivace  9.20
2 II Adagio  10.44
3 III Allegro vivace  6.14
4 IV Allegro ma non troppo  5.35

 Symphony No. 5 in C Minor, Op. 67 33.32
5 I Allegro con brio  7.58
6 II Andante con moto  10.36
7 III Scherzo - Allegro  5.18
8 IV Allegro  9.40

   Total playing time 65.15

 Produced by Simon Rhodes
 Engineered by Simon Rhodes, edited by Simon Haram
 Recorded 29 October 2011 at Abbey Road Studios
 and 2-3 November 2011 at Henry Wood Hall, London

℗ 2012 Wyastone Estate Limited
 NI 6147
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Yondani Butt, conductor

Yondani Butt was born in Macau. He held a Ph.D. in chemistry, on which subject he has published
numerous research papers. He studied conducting with Wolfgang Vacano (1906–1985) at Indiana
University, majoring in chemistry. He continued to study conducting with Josef Blatt (1906–1999)
at the University of Michigan while pursuing his chemistry degree.

Yondani Butt has inherited from his teachers a unique musical heritage. Both Vacano and Blatt were
born in 1906. Vacano was born in Cologne, moved to Berlin as a child, and studied at the Staatliche
Hochshule für Musik. Blatt was born in Vienna and studied piano with the great Leschetizky at the
age of four. He later studied conducting with the legendary Clemens Krauss who was the music
director of the Vienna Philharmonic as well as the Vienna Opera. Krauss was greatly influenced by
Arthur Nikisch, and was a close friend of Richard Strauss. Through this exceptional lineage,
Yondani Butt has inherited a vast repertoire via both Blatt and Krauss, notably the works of Mahler,
Richard Strauss and Wagner. Vacano had taught some students conducting at Indiana and Aspen,
but Blatt rarely took on students. Yondani Butt was recommended to Blatt by Walter Robert,
himself Blatt’s fellow-student and a famous piano pedagogue.

As founder of Symphonie Canadiana, Yondani Butt has led the orchestra on major tours
throughout North America. From 1983, he held the position of Resident Conductor of the Victoria
International Festival, creating the highly successful Concerti Extravaganza series, for which he
conducted more than 23 concerts in six weeks. Frequently in demand as a guest conductor,
Yondani Butt has recorded and performed throughout the USA, Canada, Latin America, Asia and
Europe.

Hailed by Robert Marsh of the Chicago Sun Times as 'an outstanding talent', Yondani Butt received
acclamation from critics and audiences for his many CD recordings and concert performances. In
1995, Yondani Butt received an MRA Gramophone Award in the Symphony category for his
recording of Glazunov’s Sixth Symphony. He had won the same Award in 1986 for his
interpretation of Rimsky-Korsakov’s Third Symphony. Yondani Butt’s recording of Glazunov’s
Third Symphony is recognized by the Glazunov Society as definitive, and earned him the title of
Honorary Patron of the Society. His extensive discography includes works by Elgar, Glière, Grieg,
Kodály, Lalo, Liszt, Mahler, Raff, Saint-Saëns, Sibelius and Richard Strauss. His recording of
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Goldmark’s Rustic Wedding
Symphony featured in the
Classical Charts and was a
Gramophone Magazine Critics’
Choice.

In the early 2000s, Yondani Butt
suffered damage to his vocal
chords, and retired from
conducting. However, in 2009
he returned to the podium,
working with the London
Symphony Orchestra to record
many of the Austro-German
classics, including Beethoven,
Brahms, Schumann and
Wagner, as well as works by
Tchaikovsky, and a disc of
French Classics.

Yondani Butt was also a
composer. He studied free
counterpoint and composition
with Bernard Heiden (1910–
2000). Heiden was born in Frankfurt am Main and was a student of Paul Hindemith’s. In Indiana,
Yondani Butt studied piano with Sidney Foster, a protégé of Isabelle Vergarova and David
Saperton at the Curtis Institute. In Michigan, he studied ensemble with Eugene Bossart (1917–2011)
and piano with Karen Keys, who had been a student of Alfred Cortot.

He died on 28 August 2014.
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 DISC TWO

 Symphony No. 3 in E-Flat Major, Op. 55 ‘Eroica’ 30.01
1 I Allegro con brio 5.49
2  II Marcia funebre: Adagio assai 6.12
3 III Scherzo: Allegro vivace 5.47
4  IV Finale: Allegro molto 12.13
5 The Creatures of Prometheus Overture, Op. 43  5.24
6 Fidelio Overture, Op. 72  6.41
7 King Stephen Overture, Op. 117   7.14
8 Consecration of the House Overture, Op. 124  10.29

   Total playing time 79.50

 Produced by Chris Craker
 Engineered by Sam Okell and Simon Rhodes
 Recorded at Abbey Road Studio 1

℗ 2011 Wyastone Estate Limited
 NI 6144
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 DISC ONE

 Symphony No. 1 in C Major, Op. 21 26.38
1 I Adagio molto - Allegro con brio 8.12
2 II Andante cantabile con moto 8.37
3 III Menuetto: Allegro molto e vivace 3.40
4 IV Adagio - Allegro molto e vivace 6.09

 Symphony No. 2 in D Major, Op. 36 35.34
5 I Adagio molto - Allegro con brio 11.13
6 II Larghetto 13.29
7 III Scherzo: Allegro 4.05
8 IV Allegro molto 6.47

   Total playing time 62.12

 Produced, engineered and edited by Simon Rhodes
 Recorded October 2013 at Air Studios, London.

℗ 2014 Wyastone Estate Limited
 NI 6259
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ALSO AVAILABLE
London Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Yondani Butt

BRAHMS

Symphonies 1-4
Variations on a Theme by Haydn

Academic Festival Overture
Tragic Overture

Originally issued on NI6130

SCHUMANN

Symphonies 1 & 2
Originally issued on NI6181

Symphonies 3 & 4
Originally issued on NI6163

Overture to Manfred
Originally issued on NI6222

TCHAIKOVSKY

Symphony No. 6 in B Minor 'Pathétique'
Originally issued on NI6222

Symphony No. 5 in E Minor
The Voyevoda - Symphonic Ballad

Originally issued on NI6217

'FRENCH CLASSICS'

Gounod: Ballet Music from Faust
Saint-Saëns: Le Rouet d’Omphale

Debussy: Prélude à l'après-midi d'un faune
Bizet: Jeux d’enfants Suite

Fauré: Pelléas et Mélisande Suite
Ravel: Le Tombeau de Couperin (No.4 Rigaudon)

Fauré: Pavane
Originally issued on NI6188

WAGNER

Tristan und Isolde: Prelude and Liebstod
Tannhäuser Overture

Magic Fire Music
Entry of the Gods into Valhalla

Siegfried's Rhine Journey
Götterdämmerung Funeral Music

Ride of the Valkyries
Originally issued on NI6164

The Flying Dutchman Overture
Originally issued on NI6163
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